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FOREWORD
It is an honor to have been asked to say something
concerning the outstanding competence of the author
of SPIRITUAL ELIXIR. The content of the book
itself bespeaks his personal simplicity in his efforts to
be of utmost service to mankind. Having served for
four consecutive terms as the President of the
WORLD FELLOWSHIP O F RELIGIONS, Kirpal
Singh was able to meet at a personal level most of the
religious heads in India and many religious delegates
from abroad who attended the large WFR Conferences held in India.
During his extensive tours of the West in 1955,
1963-64, and in 1972, he was able to meet many
religious heads in Europe and America, as well as the
political leaders of many Western countries.
H e spoke English, as well as the major languages
of his native India, and this enabled him to converse
easily with people of diverse cultural backgrounds.
Until his retirement from government service, he
served in a civilian capacity in the Division of Military Accounts of the Government of India.
On his three tours of the West, as well as during
his extensive travels in his native India, he welcomed
his many opportunities to interact with the man on
the street or road-side. He was especially interested
in those serious people with the problems of life
which beset us all. The kinds of answers and other
remarks given in SPIRITUAL ELIXIR show that
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Kirpal Singh was very familiar with the "man-problem" at all levels. His replies reflect his depth of
understanding of our superficial concerns and of our
arrival here with an extensive past, of the twisting
course we are travelling in the present times, as well
as the attitudes and practices we should cultivate in
order to minimize our future difficulties.
Used as a guidebook by anyone, SPIRITUAL
ELIXIR will provide comfort and a more serene
approach to the personal condition of each of us in
this world, and extend hope and encouragement to
those interested in an earlier return to the true Home
of us all.
CHARLES S. FULCHER
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PART I

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL

BY

SATGURU KIRPAL SINGH JI

SOCIAL CONDUCT AND ETHICAL LIFE

Q. To what extent is outer behaviour indicative of
inner spiritual growth?
A. A keen sense of self-abnegation and self-naughting is the outward expression of one's spiritual progress. It is not exhibited to hide our weaknesses but to
actually make one feel in the heart of hearts that one
is nothing but a mere tiny cog in the vast machinery
of Divine purposes. One who becomes a conscious coworker of the Divine Plan, never asserts but humbly
describes in third person. H e never despises any one
but always relishes to offer loving help and assistance
to others. He does not criticise, but narrates the facts
of life in a selfless manner for our spiritual benefit.
H e lives sincerely up to the Holy Commandments,
irrespective of the results. He does not yield to the
environments but adjusts himself cheerfully knowing
fully well that he is always under the Gracious
Protection of the Master-Power. H e is never gloomy
and in his heart of hearts is always cheerful, even in
the face of misfortunes. H e does not blame others for
their shortcomings but seeks to weed his own out by
careful living and adaptation. He does not attribute
his spiritual progress to his own single-handed earnest endeavours but considers it as a Holy Gift from
the Master. H e is well-balanced in failure and success. H e can forgive and forget easily. H e is seldom
provocative and is rather blessed with a keen sense of
loving co-operation for the spiritual welfare of others.
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H e does not assert his authority nor claim any
superiority over the less developed souls, but behaves
like a friend or brother and inwardly prays for their
redemption. H e never feels burdened with the worries of others and can offer sublime solutions with
much ease. H e is ever compassionate in his heart and
wishes the welfare of all men, animals, birds or
insects. H e is always full of deep gratitude, and
seldom complains about his difficulties whatsoever.
H e is chaste and kind but hides his virtues under the
cloak of studied science. H e never boasts of his
valour or intelligence but seeks to help others surreptitiously. H e dislikes lime-light. H e shuns publicity
and feels shy in large crowds. H e does not like acting
and posing, but is always unassuming and natural in
his behaviour.
H e can silence his thoughts at will by attuning
with the Holy Naam within and by turning his attention to the Holy Feet of the Master. H e is ever
protected by Him and is hourly fed-nay
rather
every moment is blessed with the loving LifeImpulses from the Master-Power. H e knows it fully
well that this physical life is but a passing phase of
the soul from the lower categories of creation in the
long drama of human existence, and nothing material
will accompany into the Beyond. H e does not believe
in hoarding but tries to live a frugal life full of
contentment. H e is not allured by the spell of higher
living but considers it as a strong fetter on the human
soul. H e does not vie with the so-called affluent and
rich people but inwardly prays for their Spiritual
Liberation from the Wheel of birth and death. He
does not live for eating but eats for living a life full of
Divine Bliss and Harmony. H e is not fond of gaudy
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dresses but is satisfied with the simple garments procured at reasonable prices.
H e does not shirk hard work but undertakes
mighty jobs for the good of others at the cost of his
physical endurance in a selfless manner. He does not
demand reward for his labours but considers the
sacred dedication as a boon in itself. H e will seek to
help others even at the cost of his own suffering. H e
is, in a nutshell, a righteous man of good thoughts,
good words and good deeds.
Q. Is a disciplined initiate one who attends Satsangs regularly, adheres to the vegetarian diet
and devotes time to practices with due regard
to self-introspection?
A. Yes, these are the cardinal virtues of a disciplined initiate which should be inculcated and assimilated in a state of loving humility.
Q. Do we, as Satsangis, have a special aim or
responsibility?
A. Well, as initiates, we have taken on a duty. And
with duty there is a definite responsibility.
A member of the Ruhani Satsang takes upon
himself the most important and the most difficult
task in the world i.e. enabling himself and his fellow
beings to attain Self-knowledge and God-knowledge.
Thus our aim is Knowledge of the Beyond.
'Science of the Soul' seeks to make the human
soul One with God by transcending the Physical, the
Astral and the Causal planes of existence. It is therefore quite independent. Outer forms and ceremonies,
rites, rituals, sacrifices, fasts, vigils or pilgrimages,
these are outer practices called Apara Vidya. In our
Satsangs we should not mix up the Science of the
Beyond with any other kind of movement which deals
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with something other than this Science. So our main
aim of life is to know ourselves and to know God. We
must never waver from this and in every action we
do, we must consider whether it takes us nearer to or
further away from our ideal, and our responsibility is
to set a good example for all.
Q. Should I avoid if possible, those who because
of their worldly ways and negative vibrations,
cause me to sufler, especially in prolonged
contacts?
A. A man is known by the company he keeps. It is
the association which moulds our character, and the
spiritual aspirants should be careful in keeping a
keen vigil. The worldly minded people are usually
engrossed in physical and sensual pleasures and their
activities affect the spiritual aspirant adversely. You
should know that yours is the Way into the Beyond
whereas the worldly wise have their own ambitions of
sense gratification. You should carefully avoid uncongenial society in the larger interests of your spiritual
progress. Even the reading of obscene literature
affects adversely, and as such should be avoided
scrupulously.
Q. Is one supposed to drop all routine to take
care of Satsangis who literally drop out of the
sky, descend with bag and baggage, without
funds to support themselves, disrupt all family
chores, daily routines, expecting you to come
through with living quarters and entertain
them?
A. The initiates are joined in a True Relation which
never breaks and forms part of the Family of the
Master. They are truly brothers and sisters in God.
The initiates should extend all feasible help, financial
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or otherwise, to them while not ignoring their own
families. They should try to let them be on their own
legs for their sustenance. Their self should also
expand to all others who are on the Way.
Q. With the many social problems facing the
mankind should we attempt to study these
through higher education and research during
the day and in the evening spend our late
hours in meditation; or can we turn our backs
on these problems and concern ourselves with
our search for God?
A. The disciplined initiates should endeavour to
discharge their worldly duties as a matter of routine,
to the best of their ability, but with serene detachment. God-realization should be considered as the
only matter of great importance, and all other matters should be attended to seriously, if necessary, so
as to grant you an inner satisfaction of having done
your part well.
Q. If one is working on a creative project like
painting, can one ask for help and inspiration
from the Master?
A. The child disciple is ever prayerful for the
accomplishment of his or her projects. There is no
harm in doing so provided it is undertaken in a sense
of detachment and for the sake of discharging your
legitimate duties. For more clarification a reference
is invited to the book Prayer-Its
Nature and
Technique.
Q. Is artistic talent, as some people say, a Godgiven gift which is meant to be used in this
life or is it something which one has worked
at and developed in a past life and must now
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be put behind one, when entering this Spiritual
Path?
A. All talents inherited as a result of past Karma
are good provided they are utilized for attainment of
spiritual progress by regular meditations. Every body
comes to this world with certain instincts and
impulses which can be harnessed for Spiritual
Development under Competent Guidance. It is the
single-minded devotion of the initiate which should
be developed carefully and should be considered as
the best of Godly Gifts.
Q. Are creative pursuits like painting, which give
pleasure and satisfaction and may earn some
extra income, worthwhile to carry on or are
they hindrance to spiritual development, when
they are one's specijic job?
A. The so-called creative pursuits like painting,
singing, story writing etc. are simply diversion of
mind to idle pursuits, especially when these do not
fall within the purview of your legitimate duties or
are not needed to make your livelihood. Such like
activities rather feed the subtle ego in a wild and
surreptitious manner, and as such should be undertaken most carefully. The initiates should try to put
in more time in meditation so as to progress on the
Way.
Q. Jesus gave to Peter, according to the script,
the 'keys' of the Kingdom of God. Some
teachers say these keys are love, wisdom,
understanding, compassion, sympathy and discernment. Is it not possible that the real keys
are the jive Charged Names? If so, will you
please give us something for the Divine Pearls?
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A. All these are the means to the end which is
Spiritual Perfection. The holy contacts with Holy
Naam in its various aspects are the Keys of the
Kingdom of God given to the disciple to awaken his
Self-Consciousness, Cosmic, and Super-cosmic Consciousness. All these Divine Virtues follow of themselves by coming into contact with the Light and
Sound Principles without your asking. The Sun of
Spirituality when it shines high shows everything in
clear form. Righteousness follows as a matter of
course. Dharma when established does not leave any
place for ifs and buts. You are not to exert or pose
but live in the actual sense.
How many really true devotees abide by a
Master in His Sacred Sojourn here in His
blessed physical body?
There are no specific provisions in this behalf.
Jesus said: "Take heed that ye do not give
your alms before men, to be seen of them. . .
let thy left hand not know what thy right
hand doeth." Why then must the disciples put
their names on their contributions to the
Satsang?
The accounting of the funds is meant for the
maintenance of financial statements involved. The
quotations mean strictly that the donors should not
attach any importance to their self for the contributions made by them, lest it feeds their ego.
Q. According to Page 4 of 'My Submission':
'Spirituality is nothing but serving the people.'
Yet we are told our Jirst duty is to ourselves.
Sometimes it would mean neglecting ourselves
to serve others. Please explain.
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A. 'Service before self is a very good thing. But
very often one does not even know the true significance of service and with all his well-meaning intentions actually does disservice instead of the much
wanted service of which we so glibly talk. Until we
discover the true 'Self within us we cannot visualize,
much less actually realize in others the self-same
Life-Impulse vibrating in the universe. This is why
emphasis is laid in the first instance on Self-Knowledge, for it paves the way to God-knowledge and
when it dawns, one sees nothing but the Spirit -ofGod working in all harmony, in each creature. 'Service to others' now assumes quite a different aspect,
becoming a dedication to the Spirit of the universe
pervading in and around you, because when one
grasps the Human in himself he understands all
mankind.
Q. I have always wanted a rebirth to help
humanity in some essential way, biochemistry,
organic gardening or health measures, or the
protection of trees, natural resources. Now we
are taught to get o f the Wheel of re-birth, but
I feel so inadequate and unprepared?
A. The highest aim of a man's life is to know
Oneself and to know God. If once we have attained
that, our purpose is served. The Divine Phenomenon
which determines future births of the initiates is left
to the Master-Power, in whom we should repose all
our hopes. Your kind sentiments of helping humanity
in various fields of your activity will bless you with an
awakened outlook which in turn should grant you an
impetus to work more zealously, selflessly and in a
spirit of dedication. It is for the Master-Power to see
how H e can make the best use of you. A Master-
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Saint enjoins that the dear initiate should lead such a
disciplined life that he or she should retire every
night by disposing of all work assigned to his or her
care, and repose all hopes and aspirations in the
Gracious Master-Power working overhead. Such a
sacred schedule will endow you with a stillness of
mind and be immensely helpful for spiritual progress.
Q. Must we forgive all who have wronged us
before we die in order to progress on the
higher planes after death?
A. We should learn to forgive and forget which is a
golden principle of life for attaining peace and harmony so very much helpful for having a calm and
contemplative mood, which in turn will bless us with
successful meditations. He who forgives is twice
blessed. Taking revenge is cowardice, but forgiving
the lapses of others is an act of virtuous nobility. The
initiates are advised to take the stock of their Karma
everyday before retiring to see whether during the
course of their working day, they have incurred anybody's displeasure or have wronged anybody. If so,
they should repent and pray for Divine Grace. Similarly, if others have in one way or the other done any
harm to them, that should be forgiven in the name of
the Master. There is a very good example in Bible,
where it is said that before one stands for prayer, he
should forgive the lapses or shortcomings of his
brother who has wronged him, so that the Father in
Heaven may condone his shortcomings. Evidently we
must inculcate such a sense of forgiveness by daily
practice. We must forgive all who have wronged us
before we depart from this earth-plane, which will be
helpful for our soul's progress on the inner planes.

MEDITATION

Q. What makes one stray from this golden Grand
Trunk Road of Spirituality after finding the
True God-Man and sacred Initiation from
Him?
A. It is the ego in humans which debars them from
Spiritual Illumination. It can be annihilated only by
stern spiritual discipline and a sacred schedule of
holy meditations together with deep reverential
humility. Sometimes uncongenial environments do
affect the spiritual progress of the dear initiates, who
should always pray for right understanding and
Divine Grace.
Q. During meditation hour I hear without thumbs
in m y ears. M y mind tends to concentrate on
the thumbs. But without thumbs in the ears I
hear Sound Waves.
A. It depends upon your receptivity whether you
feel better without thumbs and difficult with thumbs.
You seem to remain conscious of the thumbs while
listening to the Sound Current, which shows that
your attention is divided. Please know it for certain
that the inner Sound Current is not the outcome of
our own perception but the Divine Grace of the
Master which can be experienced by loving devotion
and humility. You should try to do one practice fully
and solely a t a time. When you hear the Sound
Principle while sitting in meditation, you should not
pay any attention to the Sound, as in that case the
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attention is divided. Similarly while sitting for hearing the Sound if the Light comes up, you should not
pay your attention to that. If, however, the Sound
becomes audible during the day that will surely keep
your attention occupied and save it from being frittered away to other things but you should hear the
Sound coming from the right side by closing your
ears as in that case the Sound will draw closer, grow
stronger and ultimately come from above to pull your
Soul up into the Beyond.
Q. Since a deep purple colour is identijied with
one of the Divisions of the Astral Plane, when
one sees this colour in meditation, can one
assume that one has reached that plane in
meditation?
A. The manifestation of the Holy Light within in
varying shades does not necessarily mean that one
has reached a particular plane as it is just a reflection
of those regions which are made manifest at the
initial stage. It may at best indicate the inner spiritual background of the aspirant which follows one
like 'trailing clouds of glory from God which is our
Home.'
Q. How can we become passive and attain absolute stillness and silence inside to enable us to
obtain the Bliss of the Light of Lights?
A. There are no short cuts on the Spiritual Path.
One has to work for the Spiritual Bliss. Mind, like
fire, is a good servant but a bad master. While sitting
for meditation, we have to free the mind of all
thoughts, and the intellect of all reasoning. This can
be achieved by a mental revolution. What in the
world is after all ours? Nothing, not even the body,
the mental apparatus and the wealth that one may
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possess. These are given to us for a legitimate use
only. They belong to the Giver. Why not surrender
them at the Holy Feet of the God-Man when attending to the task assigned by Him: to wit, to sit at the
eye-focus and lovingly gaze within with devoted
undivided attention, mentally repeating the Charged
Words very very slowly, may be at intervals, so as not
to disturb the gaze. Gradually it will, by practice,
become a habit and a second nature with you, and
the Master-Power above will take care of you, and
without any effort on your part, you will find your
'Self rising above body consciousness, into Consciousness of a Higher Order. Love, longing and
devotion are the key-notes on the Path Godwards.
Q. In the meditation I hear the sound of crickets
and the noises one associates with outdoor.
What is happening?
A. The sound of crickets is the lowest sound and
outer noise heard by you shows that you fail to attune
yourself completely to the Sound Current. You
should not apprehend any untoward happening as
these are the entanglements of your own mind which
creates similar thoughts for diverting your attention
from inside.
Q. What is the true meaning of Word?
A. God is 'Wordless', and when It came into expression, it was and is called Word or Naam in the
terminology of Sant Mat. It is the God-into -expression Power which when Manifests reveals the Divine
Light of God and the Holy Sound Current, the conscious contacts of which are granted by the Master to
the initiates. Please refer to the book Naam or Word
for exhaustive explanations.
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Q. What are the Jive Shabds? Are these the
Charged Names?
A. The five Shabds are the varying types of the
Sounds heard within denoting the various Spiritual
Planes up to Such Khand. As a matter of fact the
Sound Current is one but varies according to the
density of the Inner Realms. In Such Khand, there is
All-Consciousness. In the second plane, Consciousness is more than Maya. In the third plane, Maya
and Consciousness are at par; in the forth plane
Maya is more than Consciousness, and in the fifth
plane, Maya is still more than Consciousness. The
five charged Names denote these stages.
Q. Why it is so dificult to hear Shabd?
A. Shabd is reverberating in all Universes seen or
unseen. The human soul and Holy Shabd are of the
same Divine Essence. Those who develop their Inner
Consciousness by regular, faithful and accurate meditations can listen to this Heavenly Melody anytime
they choose to do so. The novices do feel some trouble in focussing their attention at the eye -centre and
controlling their vibrations and thoughts carefully.
Besides those who speak much and waste their precious energy in idle and loose talk cannot listen to
this Heavenly Melody. It is the inner singleminded
devotion and attention which grants this Rapturous
Listening. Practice undertaken with perseverance
and steadfastness invokes Divine Grace and the initiate can listen to the Holy Shabd Dhun.
Q. Why does one put oflpractising Shabd when it
is so very essential for spiritual progress?
A. Human mind is fashioned as such by Providence
that it resents silence and stillness at its centre-back
between the two eyes. It is an agent of Negative
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Power attached to each human soul and relishes
externality. I t does not relish introversion. Besides it
is fond of sensuous pleasures, which cannot be
eschewed easily. It is the Gracious Protection of the
Living Master that H e grants the Conscious Contact
of this Heavenly Melody, yet the Satsangis do not pay
proper heed to this most important aspect of Spiritual Discipline. It may be added that the dear ones
who are engrossed in the pursuit of gross pleasures of
flesh and matter seldom take to the Holy Path, and if
per chance some of them may happen to be led to the
Master and granted Initiation, due to some past
Karmic evolution, they do not relish this Spiritual
Discipline.
Human body is just like a radio set wherein these
Divine Melodies are being received by all living. The
Living Master is the One who can repair our damaged sets and grant us the knob and wave-length at
which this Heavenly Song can be heard. Regularity
and steadfastness coupled with untiring selfless service in a spirit of dedication are the chief helping
factors for practising this Spiritual Discipline.
Mind has a varying set of tricks to unloose on the
initiate for evading this listening. Sometime it poses
as a friend to coax the disciple by putting forth
family obligations etc. and the dear one is caught in
the noose of attachment. At other times it stands up
in tough fight like a formidable foe. Besides, the
temptations of worldly pleasures keep the mind constantly swinging and wavering. The only point where
it can find rest is at the eye-centre, the Seat of the
Soul. The putting off of practising Shabd is an ageold malady of the human mind for which Divine
Grace of the Master is most essential.
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Q. People say they are searching for 'Truth', or
they have found Truth. What does this word
'Truth' imply in the Teachings of the Masters?
A. Truth in the Teachings of the Masters is a definite Science. It is called Word or Naam. It has a
practical aspect. It is Universal and for all mankind.
It is the 'Natural Way Back to God' achieved during
lifetime. It is a process of Self-analysis and Selfintrospection in which first-hand experience is given
by the Master individually or in a class by opening
the inner vision to the Light within, called the 'Light
of God' and a contact with Sound or the Audible Life
Stream or the 'Voice of God' at the time of Initiation,
more or less according to each man's receptivity and
background. The disciple must then develop it further by alloting time regularly each day with love
and devotion.
Q. According to Page 34 of 'My submission'
Surat Shabd Yoga is easy.' I feel it is quite
d i ' c u l t to keep the attention completely on
Shabd, others have the same trouble. Is there
some method by which this di8culty can be
overcome?
A. When we say that Surat Shabd Yoga is easy, we
are using the words relatively. It is easier when compared with other forms of Yoga: Karma Yoga, Jnana
Yoga, Bhakti Yoga, Raj Yoga, Hatha Yoga, the traditional Ashtang Yoga, all of which call for stern and
severe outer disciplines, which a common busy man
in the work-a-day world of today has neither the
patience nor the time nor strength nor the leisure to
do with all his wits about him. The Surat Shabd Yoga,
on the other hand, can easily be practised by every
one: man or woman, young or old with equal ease and
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facility. It is because of its naturalness and simplicity
that it is often termed Sehaj Yoga. With a direct
immediate Experience of Inner Perception and Audition given by a Competent Master, one can, with
loving devotion, steadily proceed along the Path
under the Guidance both without and within of the
Master-Power that works like an Unfailing Friend
and an Un-erring Guide on the Spiritual Path.
Q. When a disciple of a Living Master follows
Instructions in diet etc. but does not get the
Sound Current in this life, must he or she
return for three additional lives in order to
achieve Self-realization?
A. No. It is not necessary for an initiate who cannot
attune to the holy Sound Current to return. The holy
Sound Current is the very Enlivening Principle and is
present in every human being. It is a Fundamental
Truth and must not be overlooked. If, however, somebody cannot hear it even after the sittings given by
the Living Master for Initiation, there must be some
flaw in the attempt. The possibility of future incarnations can be ruled out by gradual development of
loving devotion to the Master-Power and aversion for
worldly possessions.
Q. Is variance in intensity because of one's degree
of devotion and attention?
A. The variance in intensity of the Sound Current
is not due to either of these two factors but it depends
on your inner receptivity. The holy Shabd is reverberating in the entire universe but it cannot be listened
to without Master's Guidance and Grace. Although
the single-minded devotion and inner attention are
helpful for this, none can ascribe this Divine Bliss to
one's own efforts, howsoever best these may look
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outwardly. The Sound should be heard at the Seat of
the Soul at the back of the eyes, which will draw
closer, become stronger, and ultimately come from
above. If you follow the Sound to the place from
whence It comes, It will become faint and ultimately
fade and die out.
Q. What causes or how can one overcome the
blankness after about thirty minutes of
concentration?
A. Thought is the keynote to success. The inversion
with the help of repetition of Charged Names makes
for inner withdrawal of the sensory currents from the
body below to the eye-focus; then starts the second
phase of Dhyana-the
Contemplation. It can be
attained by absorbing your attention into the inner
Divine Light so much so that you forget yourself
entirely. The blankness after about thirty minutes,
felt by you is due to your lack of sustained practice
and absorption within. It is by hard effort and strict
spiritual discipline that the human body is purified of
the impurities of the mind and thus can remain
attuned to the holy Naam at the eye-centre.
Q. Is the formless or sun like Light also considered the Form of the Master?
A. Yes, it is the Astral Form of the Master-Power
and when one attains proficiency in this Principle, the
inner Radiant Form of the Master manifests of itself
in due course.
Q. Is it true that a disciple does not acquire any
spiritual progress in meditation for at least
jive years?
A. It is incorrect to think that spiritual progress
cannot be had for at least five years. Those who are
not ready, are neither led to the gracious Living
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Master nor are they initiated into the Mysteries of
the Beyond. Those who are initiated, get some
experience of Light and Sound to start with. However, progress does vary according to the past background and because of this some may progress
rapidly and others may lag behind. But there is sure
hope for everybody. It is a simple, yet arduous schedule which is made much easier by the grace of the
Master.
Q. When a soul has made its seat in the eye focus, is it not the Master who is seated at
the eye-focus?
A. No, when soul is completely withdrawn to the
eye focus, contact with the holy Shabd Dhun can be
had. Soul and Shabd Dhun are of the same Divine
Essence. The Radiant Form of the Master manifests
at times to assure the initiates that He is with him or
her.
Q. How can man free his body from all negation,
and achieve Perfection or near Perfection?
A. Man can free his body from all negation and
achieve Perfection by resort to stern discipline, self
control and regular meditations faithfully under the
guidance of a Perfect Master.
Q. What is )ogic sleep'?
A. It is a sleep in which the soul descends into the
lower chakras and goes into deep sleep and sometimes
sees dreams. It comes on while contemplating on
some fixed idea. The Masters do not advocate or
encourage it.
Q. Several occasions I had fallen asleep and was
shaken out of it by a tremendous high pitched
roar at the right side and jlashes of Light. I
could not move the body. What is this?
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A. The sensory currents from the body below are
withdrawn up to the eye focus with the aid of holy
Naam. The slackening of the inner gaze at the eye
focus results in sleep as you experience. During this
period the Surat or attention slips down to the gullet
ganglion instead of ascension within. The Divine
Revelations of holy Light and Sound Current awaken
you and you feel the numbness or stiffness of the
body below.
Q. How can I prevent going to sleep during
meditations? Sometimes I seem to drift into a
kind of a dream and yet I do not truly seem
to be asleep. Sometimes with all the will in
the world to meditate it is hard to remember
that I a m meditating, because of this sort of
dream state which comes over me.
A. Sleep during meditations can be prevented by
keeping the inner gaze constantly fixed into the middle of whatever you see within and mental repetition
of charged holy Names, to be done very very slowly,
may be at intervals, so that the inner gaze is not
disturbed. Sleep or stray thoughts intrude only when
the inner gaze or attention is slackened, and it
requires a good deal of strenuous effort to develop the
habit of staying wide awake and fully conscious during meditations. The fact remains that when going to
sleep or meditating fully the soul is collected at the
seat of the soul which is at the back of the eyes.
While in the former state soul descends into gullet
centre when she sees dreams and into solar plexus
when it goes into sound sleep, in the latter case body
sleeps but soul remains conscious and ascends into
the Higher Realms and enjoys the flights consciously.
The one is called the 'dream' and the other is termed
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as 'vision.' In dream you have simply a hazy idea of
what you have seen and not at the time of dreaming.
Prophet Mohammad when asked about sleep said,
'My body sleeps and my soul does not sleep'. Guru
Nanak says that such a Soul remains always awake
and is never seen asleep.
Q. Does the disciple see God in his meditation?
A. Nobody can ever see God-Absolute. God-in expression called Word or Naam manifests in the
form of Light and Sound Principle which can be seen
and heard with the inner eyes and inner ears with the
help and grace of a Competent Master. He has a
two-fold function; one that of Kal and the other that
of Dayal. Mohammadans designate these by the
words Shaitan and Rehman, while Zoroastrians use
the term Aharman and Harmuzd. These may be called
the Negative and the Positive Powers, both aspects of
the One Great and Undivided God. The Negative
Power, Kal, Shaitan, Aharman, represents the power
that is going into expression, bringing all creation
into being, and the other, Dayal, Rahman and
Harmuzd (Positive Power) represents the Power of
Inversion, bringing the soul back to its Source. These
then are the centrifugal and centripetal powers working in all creation. Mind is an agent of the Negative
Power and always brings one into the outer world.
On the other hand, the contact with the Divine Word
within leads the soul back to God, which is Wordless
or Absolute. Though mind is activated by the soul,
yet it has come to dominate it. Again, mind is further
controlled by the senses or the outside faculties which
in turn drag us into the field of sensual pleasures born
of our attachments to sense objects without. Master
tells us how to withdraw the soul current by means of
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concentration at the centre of our being and grants us
contact with the Divine Word which is within and
which is the way to God. Negative Power keeps in
control the creation in expression or manifestation.
But once the soul comes in contact with the Divine
Word, it is liberated from the bondage of mind and
matter with the help and grace of the Master, and is
freed from the grip of the Negative Power.
Q. Why does the mind forget the Bliss?
A. Forgetfulness is the chief attribute of human
mind. It is due to the gross Maya or materialism that
we forget the inner Bliss and are overtaken by the
sensuous urges. When inner Consciousness grows
gradually, mind forgets its lower pulls and relishes
inner Bliss perpetually with the grace of the Master.
Q. When pain in the legs is unbearable, in either
Asana after say forty-sixty minutes, that is
when the things really begin opening within.
How is this overcome so that I can completely
withdraw?
A. You should sit in any posture quite relaxed but
straight. Let there be no tension in the body, and you
should not change your posture. Do not pay any
attention to the body below nor think of rising above
to the eye centre. Leave all to the Master -Power
working overhead. Just keep your attention constantly fixed at the eye centre while repeating the
Charged Names mentally at intervals so that the
inner gaze is not disturbed. You will not feel any
pain, and inner Light will sprout forth. Practice
makes a man perfect. The holy meditation should not
be a mechanical routine of just sitting for a certain
time but it should be of loving devotion dyed in
reverential humility when you stand abegging at the
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Divine Door of the Lord. The inner openings stated
to be falling to your lot towards the close of fortysixty minutes meditation will be enjoyed much earlier by resigning to His Will.
Q. Sometimes when I am not even meditating, I
can hear the Sound?
A. It is an auspicious omen and shows your growing
receptivity. The holy Sound Current becomes audible
by regular, faithful and accurate meditations without
closing the ears. This keeps the attention of the
initiate engaged, but the Sound should be heard by
closing the ears regularly, which will draw closer,
become stronger and ultimately come from above to
lift you up into the Beyond.
Q. Is it alright if I experience visual inner glimpses while sitting in Bhajan?
A. One thing should be done at a time. You should
try to absorb your attention completely either in the
Divine Light by looking into its middle or listening to
the holy Sound Current as coming from the rightside with rapturous attention. If you do both the
practices together, attention will be divided.
Q. Why do none of the visions of the Master's
Radiant Form stay and also why do many
attempts yield no results? Perhaps m y attitude
is ungrateful. Why does the Face or the Form
of the Master dissolve when I try to make out
the features?
A. It is due to the lack of your receptivity which
would develop by prolonged meditations and great
deal of loving devotion. You simply keep your gaze
constantly fixed while looking intently and minutely
into what you see before you. Your so-called attempts
amount to a clutching tendency to have one thing or
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the other which should be avoided by resigning to His
Will and Pleasure to bless you with whatever is
deemed best for your spiritual progress. The dissolution of Master's Form when you try to make out
the features is due to your intellectual interference,
which has to be stilled and silenced.
Q. Once while sitting in Bhajan, I had a vision of
Your Radiant Form which changed into countless other Masters' Forms and back again.
Devotees were clustered around the Master.
All these appeared near but far away. I
couldn't get free from m y bondage to join this
Holy Company, I wanted too. I felt sad and
inner Bliss at the same time.
A. Such like rare visions denote His gracious love
and protection being extended to you. Moreover, it
goes to show that Master-Power working at the
human Pole of the Living Master also worked at the
Poles of Others. H e is One in All and All are One in
Him. You are advised to resort to the repetition of
the Charged Names during such Revelations, when
inner Manifestations will become more stable with
the grace of the Master. The serene Bliss derived
from this Divine Manifestation is auspicious and
should be assimilated gratefully.

GURU: HIS NEED AND FUNCTIONS
(MASTER POWER)
Q. How does one determine a Great Master'?
A. Swami Ji Maharaj in Sar Bachan has answered
this question very beautifully. H e exhorts that as and
when you hear about a Saint or Master, just go to
Him and in deep humility and reverence sit near
Him. Just look into His eyes and forehead like a
child with deep receptivity. You will feel an upward
pull of the soul and Divine Radiation from His eyes
and forehead. Besides, if you have any questions in
your heart, these will be answered automatically by
His discourse without your effort. Over and above all
the testing criterion for the Perfect Master is to have
the conscious contact of holy Naam within the lowest
links of which in the form of Divine Light and holy
Sound Current must be had on Initiation. Again He
should be Competent to afford guidance for His
initiates in the Astral Plane and must protect the soul
at the time of their physical death.
Q. What is a Sant or Master?
A. A Sant or Master in the Saints' terminology is
one who goes to Such khand or the Fifth Plane and
comes back at Will, and who can give you experience
of contact with Word or Naam.
A n ah at ma is a word in the vernacular to convey
a highly evolved Soul. These words are, however, not
properly used these days and an ordinary person of
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small degree of piousness may be termed a sant or
master. But you need not worry about words.
Q. What is the history of the Masters?
A. Masters have been coming at all times. The
Surat Shabd Science was, however, enunciated in
times of Sant Kabir and Guru Nanak and thereafter
by other Masters.
Q. Is it possible to succeed on this Path alone?
A. No. To succeed on this inner Path, we must find
One who has explored it to its utmost limits. A
Living Master is an indispensable need, and an indispensable means to the attaining of Self-Realization.
On the purely physical level, H e serves as a living
example of a Perfect Life. He tells us of our True
Home and the way that leads to It. On the spiritual
side H e gives us details of the inner Path, its intricacies and difficulties, provides His Attention, with an
actual experience of withdrawal from the body and of
the inner Light and Sound, and guides us through the
more difficult parts of our inner journey until we
reach our Goal.
Q. Recently I had a vivid dream wherein both
Baba Sawan Singh Ji and Yourself appeared
sitting side by side looking at me. Why did a
negative dream ensue?
A. The appearance of Master or His Master's
Form in your dream state was rather for your personal conviction and reassurance that you are under
the Divine Protection of the gracious Master-Power.
Any negative apparition will fade away before the
repetition of the Five Names.
Q. There are many self-styled masters. How may
one know a True Master?
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A. A True Master is dedicated to bring souls back
to the True Home of their Father. A True Master
gives more than mere theory. H e gives experience to
His disciple. H e shows the way to God, which is
within. God and Master are within. This question
usually besets every true seeker after God. In my
boyhood, I had the same doubts and questioning
before me. I did not dare to go to any Master for fear
of encountering an imperfect master and then my
whole life would be one of frustration. So I earnestly
prayed to God for guidance. My prayer was heard. A
True Master began to appear to me in my meditations, about seven years before I came to Him physically, 1 ~ h o mI recognized to be the same Great
Master Sawan Singh. Your question remains-how
to recognize a True Master? Outwardly we should
see that H e has no selfish motives. H e should be
living on His own hard-earned money. H e should not
be fond of outward pomp and show. H e will live a
simple life. His thoughts will be pure.
His true qualifications will lie in His ability to
give the initiate some first-hand experience by opening
the inner eye to see the Light of God and inner ear to
hear the Voice of God, the Sound Principle. The extent
of this experience will be according to the background of the initiate and his receptivity.
After Initiation the only rules for judging for
one's self is one's own inner ascent to the Spiritual
Planes whereby one can see for himself, and meet all
Masters; Past or Present, wherever they are, in the
Upper or Lower Planes.
Those who contact the Master inside and talk to
Him know.
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Q. In 'Spiritual Gems'-p.3 18: Talking of Mahapursha (Supreme Lord) brings ecstasy to the
soul. His sayings and works are of the quality
of heavenly Nectar. What are these works?
What are His sayings? Are they the Master?
A. Yes, the Living Master is a Mahapursha, the
Great Force or Power Transcendental. Being One
with All-Consciousness H e constitutes the human
Pole from where the God-in-Expression Power works
in the world. Every act and every word of the
Mahapursha proceeds from a Higher Spiritual Level,
and is charged with the Spiritual Life overflowing,
which act as a balm to the lacerated hearts, give
ecstasy to the soul, and attracts them to rise into the
Beyond. He does nothing on His Own except as H e is
moved by the Holy Spirit.
Commissioned, as H e is from Above, with the
sacred duty of guiding the seekers after Truth to the
True Home of His Heavenly Father, H e comes into
the world to work for Spiritual Regeneration. This
indeed is His Greatest Work and whatever else H e
does is ancillary to this Divine Mission on the earthplane, and as such is holy and helps the embodied
souls in diverse ways in the spiritual advancement.
Q. How does a Master difler from an ordinary
spiritual teacher?
A. The Master-Saint is outwardly a human being
like any one of us, but through blessings and intense
spiritual discipline, H e has risen into CosmicAwareness and Super-Cosmic-Awareness. H e has
become One with God and is a Conscious Co-worker
of His Divine Plan. H e is a Living Embodiment of
God's Love and does nothing of Himself. H e is not
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tormented by any self-interest, but works for the pure
benefit of suffering humanity.
Q. I have been informed several times that a
Master always knows His initiates on sight. I
overheard You ask several if they were initiates while you were here in Los Angeles, Was
I misinformed? I was and still am disturbed
about this. Could you explain? I know there is
a logical answer of some kind, but what?
A. Master can know everything about the person
meeting Him, Yet H e behaves in such a manner that
the others may not feel embarrassed with such an
attitude, and tries to meet the humans on their own
level. H e sees us just as we can see what is there in a
glass bottle-pickle
or jam, but in His sheer
graciousne tries to hide the facts, lest these actions
are considered as transgressions in the ethical code.
An initiate of the competent Living Master carries
the Radiant Form of the Master at the eye-focus,
which can be detected and seen by the Living
Master.
Q. To what extent do the teachings of sages of
lower order help the sincere students of Sant
Mat so as to hasten the day when we meet the
Radiant Master within and be guided by Him
thereafter?
A. The teachings of all the Masters, may be of
lower order or higher order, are helpful to the initiates provided the latter do not indulge in controversial discussions. Like an intelligent swan (whose beak
is blessed with the rare boon of separating milk from
water) the disciple should accept goodness from
wherever it may be available. The charming Radiant
Form of the Master manifests itself in due course by
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attaining proficiency in the Divine Principles of holy
Shabd-the Sound Current and the Divine Lights,
which are His Astral Forms. The faithful and disciplined initiates receive guidance at every step after
the Radiant Form of the Master is manifested
within. The inner receptivity of the disciple develops
wonderfully by regular, faithful and accurate meditations. Ever since Initiation, the gracious MasterPower becomes the constant and nearest companion
of the disciple for escorting the soul on to the True
Home of the Father, with the aid of holy Naam.
Q. How is Christ-Power transferred from one
Master to another?
A. It is transferred through the eyes. As a matter of
fact the chosen human Pole on whom the MasterPower is to work for the liberation and guidance of
humanity is determined much earlier. There are living testimonies in this behalf that the dear ones who
have never heard about Sant Mat and living in far
flung countries had visions of the Master much ahead
of Him taking the role of the Living Master. It is the
Divine Form which works for the guidance of the
humanity. They are chosen by God-Power or ChristPower and not voted by public, or transferred
through written documents.
Q. Are all the masters great?
A. Kabir Sahib says that he adores all Masters but
the One Who is Word Personified is to be held in the
highest esteem.
Q. Are the God and God-Man (Master) considered
one and the same?
A. Yes, it is so, but there are very few who can
develop this much receptivity and understand this
rare phenomenon. The physical plane is a realm.of
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duality where illusion prevails most and only spiritually illumined may testify to such a statement for
their own personal conviction as given by some of
them; i.e. 'I and my Father are One' and 'Father and
Son have taken the same colours' etc.
Q. Do Masters welcome sinners?
A. Yes, soul is of the same essence as that of God
and Master looks on all as embodied souls. So all are
dear to Him. H e wishes them to reach to the True
Home of their Father. A repentant sinner coming
with a sincere heart is acceptable to Him. We are all
Sinners and we come to Him to be cleansed.
Q. How do we obtain true knowledge of God?
A. The knowledge of God is a definite and a complete Science in itself-unchanged since life began on
earth. It is only rarely that one may come across this
Science. It is God-made and not man-made. It has
always remained an 'unrecorded Science' unwritten
and unspoken. There is one God, and there is only
one way to Him. The elementary steps in this direction may be different. This knowledge has both a
theoretical and a practical aspect. The theory is quite
simple. The Power of Almighty God works on a
selected human Pole Who becomes His Mouthpiece
or His Messiah, to impart His knowledge to those
who long for Him and want to be with Him. God is
Love, our souls are also endowed with Love and the
way to God is through loving devotion. One has to
withdraw his soul-current from the physical body and
enter His Kingdom through the guidance and help of
a Practical Master or Saint, who is Love Personified,
and can transcend the body and traverse the Higher
Planes. There is a practical side of the Science of the
Soul. The Master Saint is able to give first-hand
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experience at the very first sitting to almost all seekers,
however small that experience may be (according to
one's receptivity) to have an inner vision and contact
with the inner Sound or the Voice of God, that is
Word, the Sound Principle. This ever-existent Inner
Voice, the Primal Manifestation of the God-head
then becomes the Guide of man in the interior of his
self. It is the Master in His Radiant Form that
accompanies the pilgrim soul and guides him or her
at each step on the way. The Master meets and talks
and guides the disciple on the way up. Contacting a
Practical Master is, therefore, a must for those wishing to be on the way to God.
Telepathy is transference of thought, and
thoughts emanate from the mind, and mind has
therefore to be stilled; eyes have to be closed from all
external views and the ears likewise from all outer
sounds. The soul currents of the body have to be
withdrawn and collected at one centre, the seat of the
soul in the body, and this is done according to the
instructions given at the time of Initiation.
This in brief is what is called Spirituality, the
proper type of meditation, the Science of Para Vidya,
which has come down from ancient times and is
known today as Sant Mat.
Q. From 'My Submission'-page 34: 'Spiritual Life
with the help of the Master leads one to 'the
Almighty in a short time.' Will you please
explain 'short time' as to one's personal life?
A. The term 'short time' as used here is a relative
term. All outer practices, the performance of rites
and rituals, the chanting of psalms and hymns, the
telling of beads, the observance of fasts and festivals,
the keeping of vigils and doing yogic activities, going
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on pilgrimages are meant for preparation of the
ground and are good actions. Lord Krishna says:
Good and bad actions are both binding just as
chains, may be made of gold or iron, are
equally binding.
Those lead you astray from the Path of God which is
purely an inner practical process of self-analysis,
consisting in untying the Consciousness from the
body and the mind and tying it with the saving LifeLines within which take one straight to the Kingdom
of God. It is only an Adept in this Esoteric Knowledge (or the Knowledge of the Beyond) and Commissioned from Above, Who can do this job and no one
else can. Master has the competency to pull your soul
into its seat in the body and then transcend into the
Beyond in short time by giving a practical sitting. In
Matt. 11:27 we have:
None knows the Father, save the Son, and he to
whomsoever the Son will reveal Him.
Q. Is Master the true embodiment of all encompassing Love, to pour it upon any one of His
choosing, to open up the depths within to
anyone He sees spiritually $t to receive this
tremendous Blessing?
A. Yes. The Master is all in all in this respect. He is
a Law unto Himself and can bestow His Divine
Blessings on any one of His own choice. But the start
should not be considered as the end. It is a life long
struggle and the strenuous effort of the disciple,
which he or she is required to undergo for the growth
of his or her inner spiritual illumination, has to be
taken care of. As a matter of fact ever since the
disciple is granted the sacred boon of holy Initiation,
he or she is granted a complete visa for entering into
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the Inner Realms up to the True Home of the Father.
But there are very few who labour much and lead the
life as enjoined by the Master and can progress
within. Please refer to The Jap Ji stanza 33 in this
behalf where it has been explained at length.
Q. If I need guidance from the Master and am
not able to go up within and contact Him and
get a de$nite answer but yet I pray to Him,
how will I know whether what I have decided
to do is true guidance or merely my own mind
acting?
A. The initiate who contacts the Master within of
which the genuineness is tested by the repetition of
the charged Names given to him, can have direct
reply which will stand true. Until then an initiate in
all his affairs-mundane or spiritual-should attend
to them carefully and do the best he can; with serene
detachment and self-abnegation, attaching no importance to the rewards whatsoever and leave the rest to
the Master-Power working overhead.
Q. Why do the Great Masters on earth always
take the form of man?
A. The Masters claim that there is only one Male
gender amongst the souls, and H e generally
manifests on the chosen human Pole of the Living
Master. It is a Divine Law which cannot be questioned by the mortals.
Q. We are told our husband (or wife) is under the
protective care of the Master. Does this Protection last after the disciple dies? Will the
one left behind (a non-initiate) still be under
the Master-Power?
A. The sacred loving bonds existing between the
partners in life do invoke Divine Grace of the Master
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and accordingly the dear ones left behind do in some
measure enjoy gracious protection of the MasterPower.
Q. Now that we have come down to earth from
our Heavenly Home, do we have dejinite promise that we can remain there after going up
with a Master?
A. Yes, there is a definite promise from the Living
Master, supported by the statements of Past Masters,
that the souls merging with the Father within, are
not to be reincarnated when blessed with the rare
boon of holy Initiation of Naam. The seed karma
being the basis of future birth of the initiates is burnt
in the fire of holy Naam. Guru Nanak Sahib has
proclaimed in Granth Sahib, that having been blessed
with the rare boon of holy Naam, the accounts of the
disciple are torn, and he or she has nothing to do with
Dharam Rai-the
Judge, appointed by Negative
Power for administering justice to the souls, after the
termination of their earthly lives. They can be sent to
the earth to fetch back the souls to God, but not like
prisoner to reap the fruit of their actions.
Q. When the Living Master is called away from
this incarnation, will it be possible for us to
contact Him, thus preventing a period of loss
or frustration?
A. The Radiant Form of the Master can be met
within by regular and faithful meditations, even if
the Living Master leaves the physical plane. It is the
God-Power, Christ-Power, or Guru-Power working at
the chosen human Pole, which continues extending
feasible grace and protection and does not leave the
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initiates till the end of the world. The initiate however has to derive the benefit from the Living Master
for outer guidance wherever necessary.
Q. W h y does a disciple see and feel a close
afinity with Master Sawan Singh although
Master died before this disciple heard of the
Living Master, or was initiated by Master
Kirpal Singh? Why would a disciple feel closer
to Master Sawan Singh than to his own
Master?
A. It is based on past links and affiliations with the
holy Path and shows that this initiate was granted
Initiation by Master Sawan Singh Ji but could not
progress much and has been placed in such congenial
environments, where he could come under the competent guidance of the Living Master. The same
Master-Power continues working on the chosen
human Pole of the Living Master and the dear ones
are led to Him in good time. There are several
instances of this type here and abroad.

KARMA: THE LAW OF ACTION AND REACTION
Q. Please explain why the enactment of the drama of
life.
A. It is all an expression of the inexorable Law of
Karma. Desire is the root-cause of all bondage and rebirths. Unless one becomes a conscious co-worker of
the Divine Plan by complete self-surrender and annihilation of ego, the goal of spiritual perfection cannot
be attained. Please refer to the Wheel of Life for
exhaustive explanation.
Q. How much are our lives pre-ordained, and what
part does yree will' play after we become
initiates?
A. Six things are pre-ordained or covered by fatekarma; viz. health and sickness, poverty and opulence, honour and ignominy. Strenuous effort, selfcontrol and discipline do play an important role for
our betterment with the grace of the Master. Many
dear ones with unhappy and checkered careers claim
to have become saintly persons after holy Initiation
and faithful meditations on holy Naam. For elaborate
discussion, reference is invited to Wheel of Life.
Q. What happens after death; do we enter another
place to go through a period of birth and growth
and groping until we jind our Master again?
A. It is supposed that the question relates to the
initiates of the Living Master only, and as such, it
should be understood in the light of what follows.
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The dear ones who have been blessed with the
sacred boon of holy Initiation into the mysteries of
the Beyond, are all granted full protection by the
gracious Master-Power in the Beyond. Most of their
karmic debts are paid off as if they had lived their
normal fate karma. Smaller karmic debts are paid off
even before leaving off the body and as such they are
not reincarnated. If, however, there remain some
overwhelming worldly desires, the initiated souls are
granted human birth, but are placed in such congenial environments where they will have the chance of
continuing their inner journey, by meeting the Living
Master working at the time. Spiritual growth and
progress thus continues under His guidance.
Q. Why must our past lives be concealed from us?
A. It has a significance. The entire human life is a
drama based on the inexorable Law of Karma which
results in union and separation of the souls for the
liquidation of their mutual give and take. If one is
told about these karmic debts involved and the sons or
daughters born to us are only our past debtors, the
reason and sense of their breeding will be harmed. It
is one of the chief functions of the Negative Power to
conceal these truths from the humans for keeping the
earth life agoing. You will be perhaps astonished to
know that Kal has obtained three main boons from
the Almighty, as contained in Sar Bachan. These
are:1. Nobody will know of his or her past life;
2 . Nobody should know about his or her exact
time and date of death; and
3. The Living Master should not grant holy
Initiation to the humans by showing miracles but simply hold Satsangs and if the dear
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ones come up of themselves and seek Initiation, only then should they be initiated.
Is
it
less fortunate karma to be born a woman,
Q.
and is a woman's potential for spiritual development in this life less than that of a man?
A. It is not less fortunate karma to be born as a
woman and there is not potential difference in regard
to the spiritual development in this life between man
and woman. The Masters do not attach any specific
importance to the genders and consider all the
humans as equal and see them from the soul-level.
Women have rather more chances of inner spiritual
development being more devoted to their spiritual
growth, having an innate inclination to devotional
dedication.
Q. If a Satsangi aids another person in dificulty, as
to money or saving another's life, does the Satsangi take on karmic burden of the one he aids?
A. The Satsangi's rendering monetary help or physical assistance in saving life does not involve karmic
burden. Such like noble actions should be undertaken
in a sense of selflessness, which rids the dear one of
the subtle ego which creeps in surreptitiously, and
sows the seeds of future reaction. Since it is an
embarrassing and baffling problem to find out
whether such and such Satsangi is in dire need of
help, physical or financial, the initiates should endeavour to donate to the Master, who knows best about
its eventual dispensation and disposal. Saint Kabir
cautions the sincere devotee that donations must be
made selflessly and only through the Satguru who
knows best as to how these are to be disposed of.
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Q. If Satsangis exchange gifts, do one or both of
them take on some karmic burden from each
other?
A. The Law of Karma is immutable and inexorable.
The exchange of gifts amongst the Satsangis will
result in mutual balancing and adjustment. It should
be understood carefully that the karmic binding lies
in the fact that any gift is given or taken with the
inner intention of doing so, whereas if the giver gives
in a spirit of selflessness as a dedication to the
Master-Power, and the other receiving the same
receives in a gratitude as a token of grace from the
Master-Power, both are relieved of the burden
involved.
Q. Do I have a lot of bad karma to work o f l
A. Every initiate has a lot of good and bad karma to
be worked off during physical existence. The terminology of good or bad karma cannot be adequately
justified, as both entail some debts requiring fair
liquidation. Suffice it to note that the Decrees of
Heaven are subject to no error and the Divine Dispensation is invariably flavoured with mercy. The
inner rare bliss from regular and devoted meditations
changes the entire outlook of the initiate when he or
she finds the gracious hand of the Master protecting
him or her at every step. You should know it for
certain that everything whatsoever that comes to
your counting is definitely for your spiritual progress,
and you should gladly withstand the trials and tribulations of this life, by reposing your hopes and aspirations at the feet of the gracious Master-Power
overhead.
Q. When Metaphysicians heal, is this the power of
God or Kal?
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A. Healing done by Metaphysicians falls within the
scope of Negative Power when the karmic debts
involved are put off for the time being, and have to be
repaid sometime with compound interest. The gracious God-Power does not actually punish the souls
but deals out justice tempered with mercy in accordance with our karma. The Decrees of Heaven are in
no way subject to error and the Divine Dispensation
is invariably flavoured with grace.
Q. Can the Power of God work in our lives in spite of
bad karma?
A. The Divine Power of God continues working for
our spiritual welfare irrespective of the response. It is
rather the Enlivening Principle in human body which
sustains and maintains the life, and as such works
ceaselessly throughout the physical sojourn. What we
term as 'bad karma' means lesser good and if one is
granted the boon of holy Initiation, there are ample
chances of improvement.
Q. What are the Teachings of the Masters regarding
hell and purgatory?
A. The Masters do not contradict the scriptures
which describe these places meant for the reformation of human souls in accordance with the Law of
Karma.
Q. Can karma apply to nations as well as
individuals?
A. Yes. The cummulative reaction of karmic debt of
nations results in wars, epidemics, destruction by fire
or floods etc. For exhaustive explanation, a reference
is invited to the book Wheel of Life.
Q. On page 319 in 'Spiritual Gems' it is stated:
"There is no racial karma." We have been taught
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there is both racial and national karma. Will you
please explain this?
A. Karma, besides being individual vis-a-vis society
of which he is a member, may as well be racial or
national and in this sense may be called collective
karma. Races, like individuals, have their own prides
and prejudices; pride of colour as the whites generally have against what they call coloured people, and
this prejudice of theirs they manifest in diverse ways:
by raising all kinds of colour bars for denial of civic
and social rights, political privileges and legal remedies, all of which in course of time redounded upon
the perpetrators of social indignities and inequalities
causing unrest leading, at times, to bloody racial
wars. Again, some races boast of superiority of blood
in their veins and on that score think that they form a
privileged class by themselves favoured by God to
rule over and exploit others; but, as is usual in such
cases, they are sooner or later overtaken by Nemesis-for they that rule by the sword, very often perish
by the sword.
In like manner, some nations when swayed by
national interests, get embroiled in unfair trade competitions, build high tariff walls against other nations
and at times even try to boost the sale of their
unwanted products at gunpoint with the natural
result of reprisals, embargoes and other retaliatory
measures from those who suffer from their discriminatory acts and deeds.
Next come what are generally termed and commonly believed to be natural calamities, like floods,
famines, earthquakes and epidemics etc. These too,
like all other ills, are the result, more or less, of man's
ignorance of the laws of nature, his incapacity to
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foresee things and implement measures necessary to
eliminate the threatened disasters. With the progressive advancement in scientific knowledge and
technological skill, Man is gradually coming to his
own, pressing the forces of nature more and more to
the service of his kind, and making the most of the
potential energy lying hidden and untapped. This is
how the Law of Karma works silently and unnoticed
but inexorably to the good or ill as the case may be.
In this connection please refer to the book Wheel of
Life.
Q. Is it necessary to pray that we can have a husband
(Spiritual) in this life or is this determined by
karma or one's fate?
A. Unions and separations are governed by the Law
of Karma. Prayer is the last weapon with the spiritual
aspirant and must not be over-used or overlooked.
Please refer to the book Prayer-Its Nature and
Technique.
Q. How does karma work on lower animals?
A. Lower animals or forms of creation are bound
by their past karmic debt and they do not contract
any more karma during their life span. They simply
are born to undergo their karmic liquidation.
Q. Does God move us around like a chessman on a
board or do we, with our free will, move
ourselves?
A. It is our past karmic evolution which moves us
around under His Divine Will. We are bound within
certain limits on account of past karma and free
within certain limits. We can make the best use of
free karmas to change our course to proceed on our
spiritual way. For exhaustive explanation please refer
to Wheel of Life.
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Q. I have an ant hill in m y garden which I wish to get
rid of; is there any natural way, prayer or planting some seeds or Jlowers which would disperse
them?
A. You should please not wish like that and let
them live there. How would you appreciate the
Divine Grace when you are blessed by Providence
with a charming house to live in which is adorned
with a beautiful garden and your act of removing
them would be sheer cruelty to the dumb and mute.
You will appreciate that here in India, the Hindus
feed the ants with wheat flour which shows their deep
compassion for their lower brethren. However for
sanitary purposes you may please take remedial
measures as advised by the health department of the
government.
Q. We have been taught in our Satsang that all
thoughts that enter the mind during meditation
register on the astral and take the form of karma
for us. Would you please comment on this?
A. The thoughts continue feeding the mind and
register impressions in the Chita-the sub-conscious
reservoir of the mind, and serve as seed karma to
fructify at a later stage. However the thoughts entering the mind during meditations become more potent
to bear fruit at the earliest opportunity, and as such
are considered more violently harmful than those
entering the mind in the normal waking hours. It
should be attributed to the inner concentration during meditations when the mind becomes comparatively more sharp and one-pointed. The listening to
the holy Sound Current as coming from the right side
with rapturous attention and absorption therein
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burns away these seeds of karmas and render them
infructuous to bear fruit.
Q. What is the diference between individuality and
personality and which one is involved in our
karma?
A. There is no difference between individuality and
personality so far as karma is involved. The Divine
pen writes in accordance with our karma and does not
make any difference for one or the other.
Q. If one practices the Sound Current, but does not
go far or hear the higher Sounds, does the weight
of karma become lighter?
A. Yes the load of karmic debt gets lighter by listening to the holy Sound Current even if it is in its
lowest links for it holds the keel of one's barque
steady on the stormy sea of life and saves it from
running aground among shoals, sand-banks, and submerged rocks. But one must strive to catch higher
Sounds for it is the latter that exert a powerful pull
upon the soul by following which one is led to eventual Liberation. These higher Sounds can, by loving
devotion and practice, be easily differentiated and
communed with by the grace of the Master-Power
which is ever ready to extend all feasible help to the
aspirants on the Path.
Q. Please explain the Law of Sympathy and how it
aflects our Karma?
A. The Law of Sympathy denotes our innate compassion for those who are suffering. It affects our
karma to some extent, when we feel obliged to learn
the good lesson of living a disciplined life. The sympathy by the mortals for others may be helpful to the
extent of their own resources, but unless it is supported by genuine substantial help, it does not bring
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about any tangible result. The sympathy of the Living Master for the suffering humanity is of supreme
importance, as His benign Impulse will result in the
Liberation of the soul from the cycle of birth and
death. He expresses His sympathy by actually granting a conscious contact of holy Naam within for inner
spiritual progress.
Q. Can a sinner like myself attain to God-hood in
this very lifetime?
A. Yes, you can attain God-hood during this lifetime provided you work for it strictly according to
the behests of the Master. Let His words abide in you
and you abide in Him. You have been granted the
sacred boon of the holy Initiation which is a valid
visa on to the Such Khand and it is your earnest efforts
and steadfastness which would bless you with fruition
of your wish in due course.

PRAYER
Q. If one sends loving thoughts and prayers for the
loved ones who have passed on, do they reach and
benefit the one who has gone from this world and
will they know that they are loved and
remembered?
A. Before understanding the correct answer to this
question it should be borne in mind carefully that
unions and separations of this physical world are
governed by the inexorable Law of Karma. They have
severed all connections with this physical plane and
have been granted protection in accordance with
their earnings. The prayers and their loving thoughts
sent out by advanced souls do help the departed souls
and they are cognisant of the same. It may furthermore be understood that the near and dear relations
of the sincere initiates are granted feasible protection
in the Beyond, even if they had left much earlier
before the initiates took Initiation.
Q. Is it proper to pray to God for favours (husband,
job, etc.) or should we pray to know His Will and
for the Grace to follow it?
A. The Masters do not entirely disfavour humble
petitionary prayer for the achievement of worldly
amenities. The life of the initiate is verily one long
prayer in itself when at every step he or she feels
obliged to pray before God or Master for being able
to face the hazards of physical existence. But prayer
for knowing the Divine Will of the Father and for
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attaining Divine Grace to follow His Will is of a
higher order. We should always pray for right understanding lest our erring intellect leads us astray from
the holy Path. We cannot guide Nature or MasterPower but we can follow the Divine Will of the Lord.
Please refer to the book Prayer-Its Nature and Technique for elaborate explanation.
Q. To have good eflects from meditation, should one
ask forgiveness from the Master daily?
A. The loving disciple is always repentent for his or
her trespasses and lapses committed consciously or
unconsciously during the day and turns many times
within in prayer. Prayer is not an outward show, but
it is an anguished cry of the soul, which stirs the
Divine Grace, and when it is directed and channeled
smoothly, it works wonders and the dear initiate is
filled with wonderous gratitude with His Grace.
Q. May we pray to the Supreme one to bless Kal,
since Kal is really doing His Will?
A. It is not necessary for us to pray for Kal or any
other diety as it is absolutely immaterial for these
powers who are being governed and guided by the
Divine Will of the Lord.

DIET
Q. Is Satvic food diet as stressed in the 'Crown of
Life' best for my development? I am trying this
out.
A. The Satvic diet prescribed in Crown of Life is
helpful for your spiritual development. You will find
the results in due course. Please note that moderation
should always be maintained for having steady progress and sound physical health.
Q. With friends of long standing it is often diflcult
to ask if a dish is prepared with eggs. How can
this be overcome? It is especially dificult for one
not advanced on the Path.
A. The initiates should, as a matter of principle, be
very cautious in their food articles especially when
they have to dine at friends'. It is so simple to inquire
humbly and discretely beforehand and telling your
friends that the prohibited food articles are not
allowed by your Spiritual Doctor.
Q. Why do I get so fatigued and require so much rest
on this diet?
A. This is a personal question involving your own
physical endurance. You should select better food
combinations from the vegetable and fruit kingdom
which may give you better nutrition. Some Naturopath should be consulted in this behalf.
Q. Will you please explain: Mark 7 :14- 16, "And
when he had called all the people unto Him he
said unto them, hearken unto me everyone of you
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and understand: There is nothing from without a
man, that entering into him can defile him but the
things which come out of him, these are they that
defile the man. I f any man have ears to hear, let
him hear?" He did not forbid the eating of meat.
A. I am afraid we do a great injustice to the WorldTeachers, by taking isolated sentences and things in
fragments rather than taking an over-all and integrated view of their teachings. If we study the scriptures carefully we find that the word 'meats' as used
in the Gospels, stands for 'foods' or 'meals.' It is not
'meats' alone that purge out of the body, but the
refuse of all the foods that we take. The beautiful
teachings of Jesus were for all the mankind and not
for meat-eating people alone.
Now refer to Matt. 15:ll-20, wherein these
very words are repeated. These words have no
reference to meats etc. On the contrary, they
refer to defilement by eating with 'unwashen
hands' before taking meals. In Hos. 6:6 as well, it
is stated:
I desired mercy and not 'sacrijice' and the
knowledge of God more than 'burnt oferings'.
In Essene Gospel of St. John, Ch. XXII, we have
the words of God Himself:
Behold, I have given you every herb upon the
face of all the earth and every tree, in which is
the fruit of a tree yielding seed: to you it shall
be for meat.

CHAPTER
VII
INITIATION
Q. Kindly dejne Initiation.
A. Initiation is a specific term. It means introducing a person to the principles or tenets of some
science. It is not a mere formal explaining of the
subject orally. It has a deeper meaning too. The term
carries with it the idea of adopting a person into the
life and spirit of what is explained. Thus, initiation
has a two-fold aspect: theoretical and practical. First
comes a clear understanding of the true import of the
Science taught and then a practical demonstration of
the Truths thus inculcated. In the terminology of the
Saints, it means, actually imparting the Life-Impulse
by a Master-Saint, for nothing short of it counts in
the Science of Soul or Spirit, which is a LivePrinciple.
Q. What are the essential prerequisites for Initiation?
A. An intense longing to meet the Lord during
one's lifetime is the first and foremost qualification
for Initiation. Seek, and ye shall find, is the law. Next
comes strict observance of dietary regulations by
eliminating all preparations containing meat, fish,
fowl, eggs both fertile and, infertile and all alcoholic
intoxicants and stimulants. Last, but by no means the
least, is life of righteousness (right thinking, right
speech and right action), continence and chastity
which constitute stepping stones on the way to Spirituality. Every saint has a past and every sinner a
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future. This is what the Masters proclaim. One has to
outlive and forget one's past whatever it be, and
assiduously pray and strive for an Adept who can
lead him Godwards.
Q. Is Initiation predestined or preordained?
A. Yes, it is predestined and preordained in the
frame-work of the Divine Plan that certain souls are
to be accepted and initiated by each Master during
his ministry, and many a time it so happens that
those who are ostensibly unworthy are accepted.
Q. Why is Initiation considered very necessary for
inner spiritual progress?
A. Do we not need a teacher for learning all empirical sciences-engineering,
medicine, technology,
industry and agriculture? The Science Spiritual is a
highly obtruse subject, dealing with the world
beyond. The sense-organs, the senses, the mind and
the intellect do not, and cannot, cognize it, for all
these limiting adjuncts fail to measure and grasp the
Limitless. Here the soul is to be disfranchised of all
that is personal, and has to cast off the mask of
terrestrial personality (persona), and become pure
Soul before it can experience the Truth which has no
form or shape. It is more of a practical subject than
anything else, and for this one has to pass through a
process of self-analysis and self-transcendence by
gradual inversion, and withdrawal of the sensory
currents from the body. In order to completely
understand and to successfully practise a super-sensory subject, unwritten and unspoken, one has of
necessity to seek the aid of an Adept (Murshid-iKamil or Master-Soul), fully conversant with both
the theory and practice of Para Vidya, and competent
enough to disengage the human soul from the human
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frame, and to transhumanize the human in man and
lead him to the mount of transfiguration to see the
Reality face to face. Again, the inner Spiritual
Planes are so bewitching, bewildering and so vast,
and full of diverse temptations that one cannot, without the active aid of the Master, traverse them.
Q. Please explain the importance of Initiation.
A. Initiation by a perfect Living Master assures an
escort in unknown realms by One who is Himself a
frequent traveller to those regions. H e knows the
presiding deities or powers of these planes, conducts
the spirit step by step, counsels at every turn and
twist of the Path, cautions against lurking dangers at
each place, explaining in detail all that one desires to
know. H e is a Teacher on all levels of existence; A
Guru on the earth-plane, a Guru Dev (Astral Radiant
Form) in the Astral Worlds and a Satguru in the
purely Spiritual Regions. When everyone fails in this
very life, at one stage or another, His long and strong
Arm is always there to help us, both when we are
here and when we quit the earth plane. H e pilots the
spirit into the Beyond and stands by it, even before
the judgement seat of God.
Q. Is everybody entitled for initiation?
A. No, everybody is not entitled to holy Initiation
into the Mysteries of the Beyond.
Q. Is Initiation conveyed through an authorized representative of the Master valid for all purposes?
A. Yes, the instructions of Initiation imparted
through a duly authorized representative of the
Master are valid for all purposes. The testing criterion is to have a first-hand inner experience of the
Divine Light of God and the Audible Life Stream at
the time of Initiation. These are the two Astral
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Forms of the Master-Power and if one gets to them
by personal experience of rising above body-consciousness, there can be no doubt about its validity
and efficacy.
Q. Is every initiate able to work on the higher planes
during sleep, even if they are not aware of it when
they wake up?
A. No, it is not possible for every initiate to work
on higher planes during sleep. It should be understood carefully that during waking hours the soul is
at its seat at the back and behind the eye brows,
whereas during sleep it slips down the throat ganglion when one enjoys dreams and during sound sleep
the same soul goes down to the solar plexus at the
navel. It is only possible for the advanced souls whose
bodies sleep but their souls remain conscious during
sleep to enjoy their inner spiritual phenomena with
the grace of the Master. It does happen with the
disciplined initiates that their souls are withdrawn
into the Beyond during sleep, and they can enjoy
inner flights in a conscious state. To them sleep and
wakefulness make no difference.
Q. If one has great love for relatives and wishes them
the highest good in the world, can one pray to the
Master that that person will get Initiation, or is it
a destiny j x e d before death which nothing can
change?
A. It is always beneficial spiritually for the initiates
to radiate compassionate feelings for guiding the
footsteps of their beloved ones to the Master for holy
Initiation. The destiny of every person changes every
moment by virtuous or wicked deeds. The holy Path
of the Masters is open to one and all. It may, however, be understood that it is due to the evolution of
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some rare noble karma of past lives that the inner
yearning of the soul gets strong for spiritual enlightenment and those dear ones who benefit from such
chances by putting in extra effort are put on the holy
Path whereas others simply drift and have to wait for
some better future chance. There are instances,
though rare, when the sincere aspirants have seen
and received Initiation from the Masters even without meeting him physically.
Q. What is the signiJicance of an initiate having terrifying and vivid dreams?
A. Dreams are the outcome of past recollections
based on hearings, seeings, readings or dreadful
thinking. The terrifying dreams generally are attributed to some digestive disorder; a bad stomach
which can be cured by simple medication. The vivid
dreams denote clarity of inner vision when some
people can recollect their dreams very clearly
whereas others cannot recall them.
Q. Can the initiates injuence the Master?
A. Love and yearning coming from the innermost
recesses of the heart stir Divine Grace and the Lord
has ordained that whatever the child would ask
would be given. At times if the child would ask for a
thing which is in reality a poison, not good for him or
others, He will not agree to give the same. The
Master knows, and H e would give what is in the best
interests of the child. The child may consider it
otherwise. But when he comes face to face with
Reality within, he may be allowed to see more things.
Until then, therefore, it behoves the child to act
implicitly in the way directed by the Master. Those
who hook their wagons sincerely to the Master have
everything to gain. They shall go to the realms to
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which the Master goes and they will be able to
traverse the way while living in the world, but they
have to finish their natural give and take in due time in
the material world to be freed to go into the Higher
Regions.
Q. Are all initiates related spiritually?
A.
Yes, more than blood relatives, as they are
destined to reach their True Home to meet there in
due course, where all will become one with the primordial Source. This is true relationship which never
breaks.
Q. Is it necessary that initiates will have to see evil
entities?
A. It is irrelevant that you will have to see evil
entities in your home. You should know it for certain
that those who have been accepted into the Sacred
Fold, are granted the rare privilege of the charged
five Holy Names, which are a sure sheet anchor
against any untoward phenomena. The Audible Life
Stream is the shield for the initiate, and even the
Angel of Death dreads its presence and cannot assail
the devoted disciple of the Living Master.
Q. If the key-words are had from somebody else and
one starts meditation on his own, will it not be
possible to have inner progress?
A. You mean to say that if one comes by the keywords from somebody other than an Adept or picks
them up from somewhere and then starts meditating
on his own, will it bring forth any fruit? Certainly
not, for he will then be repeating parrot-like, a mere
bunch of words without knowing their significance
and without any potency in them. It is the thought
transference or personal Life Impulse from a Perfect
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Master that charges the words and makes them KeyWords wherewith to open the mansions of the Lord.
Q. If the Master happens to leave the physical plane
after initiating the disciple, will the Initiation
remain valid for the rest of the latter's lifetime?
A. Yes, the holy Initiation when granted by a competent Living Master remains perfectly valid for all
time not only on the earth plane but even into the
Beyond.
Q. Is it not necessary for the initiates of the Master
to receive further Initiation from the next Living
Master from whom they have to seek Satsang
benejits?
A. No, it is not at all necessary to have Re-Initiation after the passing away of the Master who originally initiated an individual. It is His sole
responsibility to lead the soul once initiated by Him
back to the Home of His Father. One can, however,
enjoy the company of the Master following Him on
the earth plane, but not use him for Spiritual
guidance.

CHAPTER
VIII
REINCARNATION
Q. Do you think m y husband who passed away last
May has reincarnated as yet?
A. It does not fall within the purview of sacred
Teachings to discuss or disclose the Divine Disposition about the reincarnation of those souls who have
passed away. Suffice it to understand that unions and
separations in this physical plane are veiled and governed by the inexorable Law of Karma. There is
nothing 'premature' as the Divine machinery works
with meticulous precision and nothing happens haphazardly, although it may look to us as such. Just as
a man standing at the power-house can see quite
distinctly as to how the smallest cogs and spindles are
working, but the person who cannot look beyond
these small units cannot understand as to how these
are being operated by the Divine Will of the Lord.
Reincarnation is a Spiritual Phenomenon which cannot be understood adequately by limited human
intellect.
Q. How does reincarnation Jigure numerically? For
instance in plant and insect life, does each Bower
or bug have an individual soul? What about a
worm that divides itself, or a cutting from a plant
or tree that takes root and becomes another plant
or tree? What is the explanation regarding soul in
each case?
A. The entire universe is humming with one LifeImpulse call it as one may. Each flower and each
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fruit when on the parent tree or shrub is activated by
the self-same Life Principle, but when it is plucked or
falls down, it begins to shrivel up and decays. But the
life concentrated in the tiny seed at the core remains
intact and once again springs up into form and colour
when the seed is sown in proper soil and nurtured
carefully. Similarly the freshly cut-branch when
engrafted or transplanted from one soil to the other,
carries with it its power to grow anew with the
sustenance it draws from nature. It is only the forms
and colours that change and not the Life-Principle
which remains eternally the same. Some worms,
when cut into two, retain the life-current just for a
while and eventually it disappears.
Q. In 'Spiritual Gems' page 3 13 it says: 'When spirit
is attached to Naam, It draws one toward Itself
and the door is opened. Until this happens, no one
need think he can get in.' Please explain if one
does not get 'through the door,' but desires never
to reincarnate but does one's best, even i f i t is only
a 'widow's mite,' need one reincarnate?
A. The account of those who have received Initiation is in the hands of the Master from the time of
Initiation. If a disciple after Initiation keeps faith
with an intense love and strong longing for the
Master, does not fall into bad habits and does not
commit foul deeds; but has not, due to adverse circumstances, or for some other reasons, been able to
give full time to the spiritual practices, he is, after
death made to stay at some intermediate stage to
complete Bhajan and Simran before he is eventually
taken upwards. Rebirth is only for those who lost
their faith, go in actual opposition to the Instructions
of the Master or who do foul deeds and have very low
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desires and gross worldly tendencies. That the pan of
the scales goes down which is overloaded, and not the
other, is the Law.

OTHER RELIGIONS
Q. Referring to the story of Moses and the 'Promised
Land' in Old Testament, is it possible that the true
meaning of this story is that because of Moses'
leniency towards the Israelities the Lord did discipline him by not allowing him to look into the
Inner Planes but prevented him from entering.
A. It is a matter of common experience with Godly
Men that when They forget, however momentarily,
that They are Agents of God and have a delegated
authority to work for and on behalf of Him and
arrogate to Themselves the honour and glory which
rightly belongs to Him, the inner vision is curtailed,
let alone to speak of entering into 'the Promised Land
flowing with milk and honey.'
While encamped at Kadesh, Moses and his
brother, Aaron grievously sinned. When Commanded by God 'to speak unto the rock for water,' he
and his brother said unto the people (their followers
when being led through the desert of Zin, with no
water to quench their thirst), 'Hear now ye rebels; must
we fetch you water out of this rock?-(Num. Ch. 20).
It was for this sin that they were denied the
privilege of conducting the people into the Promised
Land. Even the earnest prayer of Moses: 0 Lord God
thou hast begun to show Thy Strong Hand. . . Let me go
over, I pray Thee, and see the good land that is beyond
Jordon, proved inefective.-(Deu 324-27). Such indeed
is the result of transgressing the Commandments of
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God even by an Iota and it may mean intolerably
long suffering.
Q. The Bible says: The first shall come last and the
last shall come first. What does this mean?
A. These words are from Matt. 19:30 and also
appear in Ch. 20:16 (Ibid) and again in Mk. 10:31
and in Lk. 13:30. They connote that the grace of the
God-Man like so many gifts of God: air, light and
water, flows freely and fully to all and sundry, no
matter whether one comes to his 'vine-yard' early or
late. Living in the timeless, the divisions of time as
made by us are of no consequence to him and each
one receives whatsoever is right no matter when he
comes, early in the morning, or at the third hour, the
sixth hour, the ninth hour or the eleventh hour, but all
get alike beginning from the last to the first, as it has
been so beautifully described by means of a parable
of the Kingdom of God, in Ch. 20 of the Gospel of St.
Matt. for H e is the best Judge to dole out His
Spiritual Riches in the manner H e thinks right.

MAN IN THE MAKING
Q. Did man originate in the same basic form he has
today?
A. Yes. The known history of man reveals that
there is no difference in the construction of human
form ever since human life commenced on this earth
planet.
Q. In 'Man Know Thyself,' did you mean we must
know ourselves in just this life, or all our past
lives?
A. 'Know thyself' is the most ancient aphorism. We
have its equivalents in the Greek and Latin phrases
gnothi seauton and nosce teipsum, and all that these
words connote is the actually realized experience
within of the Life-Impulse apart from mere theoretical knowledge, whereby we live and all other creatures live and the whole universe is being sustained;
for it is by knowing this that all else becomes known
and nothing else remains to be known. Self-realization is a stepping stone to God-Realization. H e who
has found himself, can never again lose anything in
this world.
Q. Is the nature and extent of our spiritual growth or
advancement beyond the tenth door determined by
our past lives?
A. Yes-in a way it is determined. A man is in the
making. One who has passed primary class will get
admission in the next higher grade. One who has just
been put on the way will take his or her own time.
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However, there is no hard and fast rule about it. The
one who has been put on the way progresses more by
regular devotion of time to meditations with full faith
than one with a different background who is not
regular in his meditations.

GOD SPIRIT & SOUL

Q. What is God and how can we know Him?
A. God, as all the scriptures and the Saints have
said, is nameless and unknowable. Then how can we
know God? The answer is that Absolute is not knowable, yet makes Himself known by manifesting Himself as Light and Sound Principle. Most religions tell
us that the creation began from these primal manifestations. Now the Divine Light and the Divine
Sound or Word may be contacted by rising above the
physical consciousness. They exist in a latent form in
all of us. Our Goal must, therefore, be to contact
them and develop them within us. To do this, we,
through meditation, learn to withdraw our soul to its
seat behind and between the eyes. Having once contacted the inner Light and Sound, we can progress
towards their Source, passing from plane to plane
until we reach God.
Q. What is God? Can you give a simple answer that
we can understand?
A. God is Absolute. Nobody can ever know Him.
God when coming into action, creates all beings,
sentient or insentient, and controls them. Our physical bodies work so long we are in the body, but we
cannot run away out of it through the open eyes,
ears, nose and mouth etc. That God-in-action power
is called Word or Naam or Kalma etc. It controls our
souls in the body. When that power is withdrawn, our
souls leave the body. Breathing goes out of the body
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but cannot remain outside. Some power pushes it
back into the body. That God-in-action Power controls the whole of the creation. That is called God.
God is the Supreme Law working in all creation seen
or unseen. H e cannot be seen or heard in His Absolute Form, but when H e came into Expression, H e
manifested in the form of Naam-the Divine Light
and holy Sound Principle. The lowest links of this
Divine Principle are available in the human body
which can be experienced by rising above body consciousness with the help of the Living Master.
Q. What is Science of the Soul?
A. There is one God, and only one Way to Him,
and for this we employ a complete and definite Science, oldest of the oldest, most ancient and natural,
which is the practical side of all religions of the world
as borne out by all the scriptures. This subtlest of all
sciences is called Para Vidya, which has a practical
aspect and is the 'Way back to God during lifetime'.
Nowadays this Science is called Sant Mat. It is true
nobody can know God. Past Masters cannot help, as
man needs a Living God-Man to understand things
which one cannot follow by mere theory. Therefore, a
Living Master is necessary to gain the practical side
of this Science. Unless the experience of past Masters
becomes our own experience, we get nowhere. The
fact of the matter is that God-Power works on a
chosen human Pole. A Living Master is therefore
God plus man, God-Man i.e. the Mouthpiece of God.
Guru, a word often used, is a corresponding word in
Sanskrit language. A Guru is one who can remove the
dark veil within and show us the real Light of God.
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Q. Why are these teachings referred to as 'Science of

the Soul'?
A. In this age of science, Spirituality, as well, has
to be treated as a regular Science, to make it acceptable to the people. But unlike other sciences, it is very
definite and very exact. It yields verifiable results of
perennial value. Its history dates back to time out of
mind, to the hoary past, when man began to reflect
within, on the meaning of Life. it has ever been the
natural urge in man to solve the riddle of Life. Time
and again sages and seers appeared, in different parts
of the world, and gave out the spiritual experiences,
which we have with us in the form of sacred texts of
scriptures. We are indeed very fortunate to possess
the fine records of those gifted persons, for they
kindle in us the desire and longing to solve this most
baffling problem and inspire us with hope that we
too, like them, can unravel the mystery of life and
solve the problem of human existence. Theory precedes practice. The practice leads to contact with the
Living Link within. For this experience, the soul
must temporarily disconnect itself from the body and
senses and become a pure soul with no strings
attached. Nanak tells us:
Unless one rises to the level of God, one cannot
know God.
Q. Can the disciple see God?
A. God is Absolute, whom so far nobody has seen.
When He came into Being, God became Light and
Sound Principle. You can see His Light when your
eye becomes single.
The light of the body is the eye; therefore when
thine eye is single, thy whole body also is full
-Luke 2: 34:
of light.
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And you can hear His Voice when your inner ear is
opened. The A.B.C. of the Masters' teachings start
when you rise above the body-consciousness. No one
can rise above the body-consciousness by himself, he
needs the grace of a Competent Master.
Q. How would you diflerentiate between the soul and
spirit?
A. There is no difference between the soul and
spirit, both represent the consciousness pervading the
human body.
Q. If one could see the soul with these eyes, what
would it look like?
A. Nobody can see the soul with these outer eyes
and as such it is beyond the ken of human comprehension to know it. The soul is the Enlivening Principle pervading the human body and it can be realized
within by introversion when the senses are controlled,
mind stilled, and the intellect silenced.

Q. Kindly define mind.
A. Mind-stuff is made of a highly rarefied matter
or Satva substance in the elements. Gossamer-like it
spreads in the body with its tentacles deeply rooted in
the senses, working through sense-organs. Its base
also goes far above, rooted as it is in the universal or
cosmic mind chid-akash. It serves as a link between
the material body and the conscious spirit or soul in
the body which is enlivening both the mind and the
body. Like fire, it is a good servant but a bad master.
Q. Where is the seat of the mind?
A. The seat of the mind in the body is in the eyefocus as that of the soul, but slightly towards the
right corner of the left eye while that of the soul is
slightly towards left corner of the right eye.
Q. Is mind conscious?
A. No, the mind by itself, is not conscious. It is the
consciousness of the soul that the mind reflects.
Q. What are the attributes of mind?
A. Mind has four facets or attributes; to wit, (1)
Chit. It may be likened to a lake in which countless
streams of impressions are imperceptibly pouring in
all the time. (2) Manas. It is the thinking faculty of
the mind which cogitates over such impressions as
rise on to the surface of the lake in the form of
ripples and waves just as the breeze of consciousness
blows over the waters of the chit-lake and sets in
motion an endless chain of thoughts one after the
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other. (3) Budhi or intellect. It is the faculty of
reason, ratiocination, discrimination and finally decision, after considering the pros and cons as presented
by the manas. It is the grand arbiter that tries to solve
the problems of life which come before it. (4)
Ahankar or ego. It is the self-assertive faculty of the
mind for it likes to assume credit for all the acts
done, and thus prepares a rich harvest of karmas that
keep one moving up and down in giant Wheel of Life.
Q. Why is mind considered a formidable barrier to
spiritual progress?
A. Mind in its present state is burdened with huge
karmic load of past lives. It is enthralled by the
outgoing faculties of senses and is thus driven helplessly into the mire of sense-gratification. The
alphabet of spiritual progress commences with the
control of mind. It is said that unless mind is controlled, senses are disciplined, and intellect is stilled,
we cannot have experience of Self-realization.
Human body is just like a chariot wherein soul is the
rider, mind is the driver, intellect is the reins and
senses are the powerful steeds running amuck in the
mire of sensuous gratification. It is for this reason
that for having a retrace of the facts, the senses are
to be disciplined, intellect stilled and mind controlled
so that the inner experience of soul can be had. Mind
is accustomed to roam about externally through ages.
Unless it is offered something more joyous within, it
cannot be controlled. The four main attributes of
mind as discussed above have to be divinized before
any perceptible right understanding of the subject
can be arrived at. Just as at present we are so greatly
impressed by the facts of externality of life that we
have little or no knowledge of the higher spiritual
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truths full of Divine beautitude; which is gross ignorance, similarly unless we have firm conviction of the
life of the Beyond, there is no hope of our mind
taking the right turn. It is only in the presence of the
Living Master, who has full command and control of
His mind, that we find radiant reflections of inner
stillness and equipoise of the mind. A Saint has
exclaimed aptly:
Gar tu dari dar dile khud azam-e-raftan suey dost; Yak
qadam bar nafas-e-khud neh deegray dar kuey dost.
"If you are firmly resolved to proceed to the
Beloved Lord, you should put one foot on
the mind and the other will enable you to
reach the alley of the Friend."
Self is the friend of self and self is the foe of self.
The mind, acting as a slave to the senses, running
after the sense-objects, debases itself. As a reckless
sower of the karmic seeds, it has, per force, to reap
and garner an abundant harvest, in life after life, in
an endless series. The poor soul in the light and life of
which the mind works is hopelessly and helplessly
relegated to the background and the mind assumes
the supreme command of the citadel of the body.
What a pity! The princess of the royal blood is
swayed by the wiles of a trickster who himself is
being pleasurably duped by the siren-songs of the
senses and is unwittingly dancing to their tunes on
the stage of mundane life. N o wonder that it poses
menace to the security and integrity of the soul,
running a handicap race with formidable and at
times insurmountable hurdles in the way. We have,
therefore, to subdue this inveterate foe before we can
smoothly tread the spiritual path. .To subdue the
mind by force is impracticable. It has to be won over
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steadily by persuasion and by giving it some foretaste
of the real happiness which a Master-Saint alone can
do.
Q. Why does mind not relish its spiritual discipline?
A. Human mind is so fashioned by Providence that
it does not like to be captivated. It is ever restless
unless it reaches its true abode. It is an agent of the
Negative Power tied to each soul and will not allow
the latter to proceed to the True Home of the Father.
The Masters instruct us for taming it for the higher
purpose of spiritual progress. As a matter of fact
mind is helpless against the onslaught of senses which
are in their turn driven into the jungle of gratification. A careful analysis will show that the lower
categories of creation who are endowed with one
sense prevailing as uppermost are either done to
death or live their whole life under captivity. For
instance moth is overwhelmingly fond of light on
account of its sense of sight, which takes its precious
life. A moth will never hesitate to burn itself on the
burning candle. Flower-fly is fond of smell and outer
fragrance. It rushes on to the blossoming flower and
prefers to die in it than to leave it. Fish is the fastest
creature and enjoys its life in running waters. It has
the weakness of taste or lure of tongue. The fishcatchers put some eatable on the rod and the fish is
caught helplessly on the hook and serves as an eatable. Deer is one of the most nimble-footed animals
which can rarely be overtaken by a horse, but it has a
weakness for hearing. The hunters go to the wood
and beat the drum in such an enchanting manner
that unaware the deer is irresistably driven near, and
places its head on the drum and loses its freedom for
lifetime. Elephant is one of the mightiest creatures
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but it has the weakness of lust which provides for a
not very difficult way of capturing it by digging deep
pits in the jungle and covering them with grass and
bushes. An artificial she-elephant like a decoy is
placed over it. The lustful animal rushes towards it
and is thrown into the deep well, where it is kept for
several days hungry and thirsty. When it is taken out
it is so weak and feeble that it is put under the iron
goad for the entire life. From the above it is pretty
clear that the souls which are considered as bound in
lower forms of creation are so much overpowered by
one sense, where lies the safety of human souls who
are endlessly enticed by all the five powerful senses of
sight, smell, sound, taste, and touch. By sheer habit,
it has become mured, roaming the world over like a
wild elephant in a forest. Feeding fat on the lusts of
the flesh, from moment to moment, it has grown out
of all proportions. The spiritual disciplines are irksome and galling to it for they impose serious
restraints on its free movement. This is why the mind
does not relish any discipline, and plays all kinds of
tricks to evade them, posing at times, as an honest
broker pleading on behalf of our friends and relations
and whispering sermons on our duties and obligations
towards the world in varied aspects of life. Unless one
is very vigilant and is equipped with a quick discernment, one fails to see through its pranks and falls an
easy prey to them.
It is the outstretched gracious Hand of the
Master which helps us to wade through jungles of
sensuous wilderness. Ethical discipline if cultivated
under the protective guidance of the Master is helpful for spiritual progress. Ethics and spirituality go
hand in hand. The former is the soil and latter the
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seed which thrives and blooms in favourable
circumstances.
Q. Is there any good or helpful characteristic of
mind?
A. Yes, mind like Janus, has another face as well. If
it is trained properly by gentle persuasion and kindly
words of advice, with a little patting now and then, it
can be converted from a formidable foe into a valuable friend and a helping hand to the soul in its
search for Truth. It is just a question of time and
patience to bring about this conversion, and when it
is done, one can have no better help-mate than the
mind. It has the capacity, chameleon-like, to take on
the colour of the ground where it squats and that
indeed is a redeeming feature. When living on the
circumference of life, it expands outwards, downward; but rooted as it is in the Gaggan, it is not
impervious to the higher and holier influences of a
Master-soul to whom it responds and He channelizes
it the other way about.
Like fire it is a very good servant but a bad
master. Mind has helpful quality of running into the
grooves of habit, and to relish acts of repetitive
nature. We can benefit from this by inducing it
towards good acts leading to spiritual discipline and
progress. A saint has beautifully said:
Pug aagey aagey jut hai, man peechey peechey jut hai
(My feet proceed farther and farther; the
mind follows quite meekly and cheerfully).
If by careful and steady striving we could induce our
mind to sit silently for meditations at the fixed time
for a certain number of days, a good habit will be
formed. It is a proven fact that when that hour of
meditation will arrive, our attention will be drawn
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towards it, and by degrees we shall begin to relish to
meditate . Similar is the case with attending Satsang
regularly. We can develop this habit by regularly
going to see the Master and attending His discourses
that are full of Divine Knowledge. It is often noticed
that persons with very poor spiritual background
tend to grow spiritually by benefitting from the radiation of the Master-Power in the charged
atmosphere.
Q. How can the mind be stilled?
A. Mind is enamoured of pleasures and runs after
them whenever and wherever they can be found. It is
stilled in the physical presence of the Master. It is by
His Divine Radiation that the souls are attracted
towards Him, and the mind which gets consciousness
from the soul is stilled for the time being. Tulsi Sahib
says:
S w a t sadh sang thehrai-tau man thirta kichh pai.
(The attention or the outer expression of
soul is controlled in the company of a Sadh.
It is only then that the mind attains some
stillness .)
But pleasures of the flesh are quite different from
true happiness born of inner peace in the soul. If the
mind is provided with the appetency to relish something sublime and gets an opportunity of doing so it
knows the value of real happiness with the result that
the sense-pleasures lose all their charm, and thereafter seem insipid and valueless. This is the way to still
the mind and the way to control the hydra-headed
monster by making manifest in the body the dulcet
strains of the Music of Life, enlivening the entire
creation. We have an instance of it in the life of Lord
Krishna, where it is allegorically explained how the
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Lord tamed the many headed cobra in the river
Jumna (human body), by the melody of His magic
flute (Audible Life Stream).
Q. Can all actions undertaken at the level of mind
and senses help spiritual progress?
A. All actions performed at the level of mind and
senses, however good and virtuous in themselves,
cannot per se bring about Spiritual Salvation. They
are as binding as evil actions. One is the chains of
gold and the other of iron. To do good actions are
better than to do bad ones, or inaction altogether, but
beyond preparing a ground for spiritual progress, do
not by themselves be of any avail to the spirit which
lies far beyond and above the sense-plane. But once a
person is put on the spiritual path, then all his actions
automatically flow from him as from any agent working for the principal and as such cease to have any
binding effect on him as he has lost all sense of
doership, ultimately making him neh-karma (actionless). To be neh-karma then should be our ideal in life
and this means Salvation.
Q. Does mind retain impressions of past karma?
A. Yes, mind is nothing but a storehouse of karmic
impressions coming down from the beginning of time
in an endless series of incarnations. The body cannot
but perform karmas, and karmas fashion the body and
all that is of the body and bodily relations. The entire
world is a play of karmic impressions stored in the
mind by the people of the world. This is why the
world is termed as mano mai srishti or creation of the
mind.
Q. How can the dross of mind be washed away?
A. The dross of mind can be washed clean. The
sovereign and the most potent remedy to wash the
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mind clean, say all the Masters, is by communion
with the holy Word. The God-in-action power creating and sustaining all that is visible and invisible. To
be in tune with the music of the soul is to cut asunder
and to sunder for ever the knots which at present
bind the material body with the conscious soul,
imprisoned in the body with countless fetters.
Guru Nanak says in Jap Ji:
When the hands, feet and the body are
besmeared, they are washed with water; when
the clothes get dirty and polluted, they are
cleansed by soap; When one's mind gets defiled
by sin, it can be purijied only by communion
with the Word.

GENERAL
Q. Can you tell us what is Truth?
A. Truth in its truest form is the Eternal Permanence.
Spirituality and Truth are therefore the essence of
the Absolute. When one finds the Source of Truth, he
finds the Treasure of all Treasures. The teachings of
the Masters tell us that inner Truth is not designed
for outward show but divinely meant to reveal our
real Self to us and open up to us the glories which
God originally placed within us.
The Kingdom of God cometh not with observations; the Kingdom of God is within you.
A True Master can harmoniously disclose to us a
direct Path to our True Home. On this Path we may
begin our ascent within as far as we permit ourselves
to go. Eventually, according to the nature and degree
of our own progress, we may move up to the Source
of Truth. From this Prime Focus we hear the Spiritual Sound and see the Perfect Light. This Light and
Sound sustain the Infinite Universe and all the finite
worlds.
To extend our capacities for receiving progressively upraising illumination may not always be easy;
but the Master is patient in His Wisdom, and from
out of His vast Spirituality His Assistance remains
for ever at hand until we join Him in Such Khand, the
final ever blissful Home of our true Spiritual Being.
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Q. If the disciple is on the way back to the Father
and under the guidance of a Living Master, why is
it so dificult for him to hear the Sound Current?
A. It is the scattered attention of the initiate which
does not allow him to hear the holy Sound Current.
Besides, the overwhelming attachment to worldly
pleasures and sense-gratification stand in the way.
The Living Master is Love Personified, and as such
loving devotion to Him is the factor which makes for
better inner contact of the Audible Life Stream. It is
rather the tendency of human mind which does not
relish being chained and as such it requires some
discipline to be observed for having an inner conscious contact of the celestial melody. At the outset it
is indeed difficult but by regular practice the soul
feels an innate affinity with the Sound Current, when
inner bliss is experienced with the grace of the
Master.
Q. Does loss of life fluid in sleep retard progress?
A. It does affect spiritual progress. You should
avoid looking into the eyes of the other sex and resort
to the Simran of charged names all along your vacant
moments or loving remembrance of the Master, or
listening to the holy Sound Current if it has become
audible. Such a schedule will be helpful for the eradication of carnal desires. Besides, you should take
your food much earlier before retiring for sleep, so
that it is well digested. Also the hands, feet and face
as well as the lower portion of the rectum, should be
washed with cold water before going to sleep.
Q. Please tell us something of the help which marriage partners might give one another, when both
are initiates, in the matter of helping balance and
harmonizing the physical, mental and emotional
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jields of energy of individuals so as to increase
their receptivity towards Shabd. This could be
very inspiring for students yet to come as well as
for those already begun.
A. Marriage is a sacrament and a companion for
life in weal or woe, during this earthly sojourn. It is a
rare boon of the Master when both the partners in
life happen to be initiates. Both of them should
exhibit and inculcate a deep sense of loving cooperation and tolerance for the rights of each other. The
physical, mental and emotional fields of activity
should be kept under check and control lest these
degrade the soul in pursuit of carnal satisfaction.
To fall in sin is manly but to remain therein is
devilish.
The vital sex energy should be rationally transmuted
and sublimated by exercising self-restraint and chastity. The procreation of children is one of the legitimate functions of married life. The scriptures
prescribe this sacred purpose as and when such a
necessity arises. The couple having such disciplined
lives will be an asset for spiritual progress.
Q. To what extent would intimate knowledge of planetary forces be a help towards attainment on the
Path of Sant Mat? We note that Master Sawan
Singh gave a discourse on 'The Twelve Seasons of
Man' and wonder if Master would care to comment upon this theme in English for us.
A. Right understanding in every sphere of life is
helpful if it is utilized for spiritual progress. It is not
known wherefrom you have quoted this discourse as
having been given by Master Sawan Singh Ji. Please
quote reference to the context. He, however, gave a
discourse on the twelve months of the year. It may,
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however, be stated for your information that in the
case of those who rise above the starry sky or come
under the contact of Masters who go higher than
that, the planetary effects do not touch them.
Q. How can we be truthful in thought?
A. Truthfulness in thought means sincerity of purpose in various spheres of non-violence, chastity,
truth, humility, etc. Untruthful thoughts would
naturally mean the entertaining of opposite ideas
which usually haunt the human mind through sense
perception. Human eye is usually inclined to look at
other's beauty and wealth with an unchaste attitude,
and this should be considered as blemish and
shunned.
Q. What part does intellect play on the Path?
A. Very little, where the practical side is concerned.
But this does not mean that intellect is harmful to
Spirituality. If an intellectual man comes on this
Path and really gives himself up to the Master's Will,
and does what he is told, then there is no better
disciple for this Path than he, for there he has an
advantage over an ordinary practical man. And that
advantage is he will be able to give out the Truth to
others in many ways in a language made with wellthought out words that will convince the intellectualists more easily than simple words uttered by a mere
practical man.
Q. Are the scriptures of any help?
A. Truth is given everywhere in theory in all the
religions of the world, but one may get lost in the
various interpretations. Sacred scriptures are fine
records of the spiritual experiences which the Past
Masters had on the Godward travel. Truly speaking,
the right interpretation thereof can be given by a
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Master who has that experience. We cannot be satisfied by merely reading of such experiences until we
have the same experiences within our own self. This
experience is given by a Competent Master at the
time of initiation, and can be developed by devoting
time and attention regularly to the spiritual practices
with loving devotion in a correct way.
Q. Why have women been regarded and treated
throughout as inferior to men and even warned
against by some spiritual teachers as the cause of
temptation and downfall to men?
A. Women are regarded as inferior to men, being
the weaker sex, and they are prone to temptation
and, at times, are more likely to fall prey to the
environments than men. The spiritual teachers who
banned spiritual development of the fair sex might
have attributed it to their aforesaid weakness. Both
the sexes are equally a cause of temptation and the
Masters do not blame either in particular.
Q. Does intellect play any part in Self and Godrealization ?
A. Yes, intellect plays an important part in understanding the theory of the problem of Self-realization. Once the theory is grasped, there is not much
left for the intellect to do. Thereafter remains the
practice, with heart and soul, to achieve the Goal by
a process of Self-analysis for the Science of the Self
is essentially practical.
Q. Can we penetrate into the Beyond by intellect?
A. No. Intellect is just one of the faculties of mind,
to wit, reasoning. The intellect is earth-bound and so
is reasoning based on intellect. How can the less the
greater comprehend or jinite reason reach
Znjinity?
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For what would fathom God were more than He?
The scriptures tell us in no ambiguous terms that
one cannot experience the Self unless the senses are
subdued, the mind is disciplined and the intellect is
transcended.
Q. What is intuition?
A. Intuition means immediate cognition without
the aid of intellect and reasoning. Such feelings, very
often, arise all of a sudden, in moments of quietness.
There is nothing supramental in it.
Q. What is the diference between inner experience
and intuition?
A. The inner experience of the soul as is granted by
the Living Master at the time of initiation is direct
conscious contact with holy Naam-the Divine Sound
Current and Light as coming from the right side.
Intuition, on the other hand, is just a comprehension
without resort to reasoning or analysis.
Q. Can we be ever sure of God-realization
intellectually?
A. No. God-realization is not a subject of intellect.
It is a question of actual experience, beyond the pole
of knowledge. All our talk of God is but inferential
and at the most a matter of feelings and emotions all
of which are subject to error. But seeing the inscape
(with the inner eye opened) is believing, and admits
of no uncertainty and scepticism.
Q. Can the Living Master open the inner eye of the
disciple on initiation ?
A. Yes, the Living Master can and does so, or how
else can the disciple have an inner experience on his
own? But this H e does only to the extent H e considers best for the neophyte. It is for the recipient to
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perceive and say that he has received something, and
to bear testimony to what is within.
Q. Can an ascended Master help His initiates who
are still on the physical plane?
A. Yes, a Competent Master is a Master to His
initiates for all time, and does not rest till H e takes
the souls to the highest pinnacle of blissful glory in
Such Khand. He is not a physical being only but Word
personified, and on the higher planes acts as a
Gurudev and Satguru, which terms would become
meaningless if His activities were to be confined to
the physical plane. If it were so, how could H e take
charge of the souls of the initiates on death after His
passing away? A Master in essence never dies for the
initiates. It is His troth to take them up to the True
Home of His Father, and inwardly His Light and
Sound forms are permanently implanted though H e
may have left the earth plane.
Q. Kindly explain about the visualization of Master's form during Simran.
A. There is hardly any need to imagine or visualize
the Master's Form while engaged in Simran. Any
such attempt is likely to scatter the attention. Then
there is another danger in doing so. What form you
conjure up, will be a make-belief, a projection of your
mind and not the reality. When one is initiated the
Master resides in the initiate for all time. What is
already inside will automatically come in to view
when you get in there fully and completely, though it
may take quite some time to adjust yourself to the
new surroundings, unknown before. God manifests of
Himself more fully in some human form in which H e
is working without any visualization.
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Q. Alcohol is not allowed to the initiates. Does it
apply t o such cases where it has t o be administered under medical advice for the restoration of
health?
A. A certain percentage is generally there in most
of the medicinal preparations for their maintenance
and there is no bar to the use of such medicines. All
homoeopathic medicines are prepared in alcohol. In
both cases they have no intoxicating effect. But to
take alcohol as such for the so-called reasons of
health, even when prescribed by medical men as
medicine, is prohibited, for every action has a reaction, and no amount of alcohol can prolong life even
by a jot or tittle when the sands of time are running
out. Do you think that alcohol can stop the process,
and if not; why prolong the agony by administering
deleterious substances?
Q. Kindly dejine Nirvana relative to Buddha's
teachings.
A. Nirvana is not Nihilism as is commonly believed.
It is a state of being much superior to that of physical
existence. It is exactly opposite to what we know of
the physical life, which Buddha, the Enlightened
One, characterized as a life of sorrow and misery-the first of the four noble truths that dawned on
him, and he according to his lights found in eightfold path of righteousness, to transform the course of
life into a totally different pattern. One can well
recognize what it could be?-not a state of nothingness, but one of efflorescence into light.
Q. Does Lord Buddha practise or prescribe the same
path of the Masters as is being revived by Sant
Mat?
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A. The Masters generally divide their disciples into
two categories, (i) the ordinary disciples or novices
who are yet in the making stage and require a lot of
discipline; and to them are given disciplinary sadhans
or practices, and (ii) disciples with some grounding
as a result of disciplines practised in the
past-maybe in the previous births. They constitute
the inner corps of their following. They are the chosen ones, or the elect, fit for a higher part of the
Masters' teachings. It was to the disciples of this
calibre that Buddha gave the practice of Light and
Sound Principle as taught by the Masters. To this
chosen class belonged Boddhisatvas, Mahasatvas and
Arhats like Mahakashyapa, Sariputra, Sammantbhadra, Metaluniputra, Mandgalyayana, Akshobya,
Vejuria, Maitraya, Avolokiteshvra, Ananda and the
like, all of whom attained 'Diamond Samadhi' of
transcendental consciousness by concentrating upon
Transcendental Hearing, listening to the Sound of
Intrinsic Dharma' resembling the roar of a lion etc.
Please refer to the book Naam or Word for more
details.

